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ABSTRACT

Radovanovic, Natasa. M.sc., The university of Manitoba, August 2001. contribution

of H igh Molecu lar weight G lutenin su bunits to Genetic Variance for Gluten strength.

Major Professor; Dr. Sylvie Cloutier.

Gluten strength is very important for bread making quality of wheat. Gluten is a

continuous protein network which contains two protein groups: gliadins and

glutenins. Glutenins consist of two distinct classes known as high molecular weight

(HMW) glutenins and low molecular weight (LMW) glutenins. These two classes

interlink by disulphide bonds between cysteine amino acid residues to form large

polymers conferring elasticity of wheat dough. Gliadins are mostly monomeric

proteins which interact with glutenin polymers by non-covalent bonds.

The contr¡but¡on of HMW glutenins to gluten strength has long been recognized. The

type and amount of these subunits present in wheat cultivars, are very important for

gluten strength and bread making quality.

HMW glutenin subunits are encoded at three loci on group 1 chromosomes of

hexaploid wheat. These loci have two genes encoding two types of HMW glutenin

subunits. As recombination between the genes encoding x- and y- types of subunits

on the same chromosome rarely occurs they are designated as loci Glu-A1, Glu-B.1

and Glu-D1.
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ln this study, the proportion of variability for gluten strength contributed by each of

these loci was estimated. A doubled haploid (DH) population was produced from a

cross between the wheat variety AC Karma, a weaker gluten type and a breeding

line 87803-s281 which has extra strong gluten characteristics. The population was

grown in the field for two years, at four locations in total. The DH population

segregated for HMW glutenins, but the parental lines were very similar for LMW

glutenins and gliadins, hence, only a few minor subunits segregated for these two

prolamin classes.

HMW glutenin composition of DH lines was determined using sDS-pAGE. DH lines

were tested for gluten strength by the sDS-sedimentation and mixograph tests for

both years and all sites. The effect of Glu-D1 encoded subunit pair s+10 was found

to have the greatest contribution to gluten strength, followed by the effect of

overexpressed Bx7 subunit encoded at Glu-B1 locus.

Estimated variability for gluten strength, contributed by Glu-D 1 encoded subunits was

43ok nor mixing development time. Variability estimate for Glu-81 locus was 12%.

Additive variability for energy to peak contributed by the same loci was 51%.

lncorporation of these subunits into a breeding population will utilize a considerable

portion of the variability for gluien strength.

ln order to assist breeders in early generation selection for gluten strength, pcR

primers for HMW glutenin genes at all three loci have been designed and tested .
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PCR tests for the HMW glutenins can be used in early plant development i.e., prior

to crossing, using DNA from leaf tissue. These markers could also be used during

the production of DH rines because the lines can be tested for their HMW genotype

on haploid leaf tissue prior to the labor intensive step of chromosome doubling.



FOREWORD

Material presented in this thesis is organized in two manuscripts. Manuscript #1

'SDS-PAGE and PCR-based marker system appried to breeding for gruten

strength" is written in the format requíred by the journal , Molecular Breeding,

KluwerAcademic Publishers. l\,4anuscript#2 entifled: " Genetic variance for gluten

strength contributed by hÌgh molecular weight glutenins," will be submitted to,

Cereal Chemisf4¡, American Association of Cereal Chemists.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

wheat is a widely adapted cerear crop, grown around the world. Grobalry, wheat

makes up almost one-third of annual cereal production in terms of area under

cultivation and total yield (shewry and ratham .f g97). canada contributes 20% of

world market share and produced 26 million tonnes of wheat (canadian wheat

Board, Report on grobar wheat market, May 1, 2001). About 95% of worrd wheat

production is bread wheat, while the rest of the production is durum wheat used for

pasta and other products (Bushuk 1994). Therefore, suitabil¡ty for bread making is

an important quality criterion that contributes to the commercial value of wheat.

wheat flour mixed with water forms a dough which has unique characterist¡cs

compared to other cereal crops, and may be processed into various products

including leavened bread. wheat dough has elasticity (strength) and extensibílity

(viscous flow).The balance between these two physical propert¡es makes dough

suitable for different end-uses (shewry and ratham 1997). visco-elastic properties

are mainly influenced by protein components, but interaction with other

components, such as lipids, which have the rore of prasticisers, have been reported

(shewry and ratham 1997). Based on its unique physicar characteristics, dough has

the ability to retain gases produced as a result of yeast fermentation.

Abundant evidence exists to show that wheat proteins influence rheological dough
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properties (wrigley 1993). Gluten proteins designated as prolamins compose the

majority of wheat storage proteins. There are two groups of proteins: gliadins and

glutenins. The latter group can be further subdivided into high and low molecular

weight glutenins. Quality differences between wheat varieties are influenced by

differences in their protein content and composition. Glutenin subunit composition

is determined by the genetic make-up of the cultivar. ln spite of the tremendous

work done in this area, knowledge ¡s not complete due to the large number of

prolamin subunits, the¡r complexity and interactions, as well as, contribution of

various of other factors. An understanding of glutenin proteins effect, on functional

quality, their genetics, biochemistry and properties of subunits, is valuable for plant

breeders devoted to the development of new varieties with improved bread making

quality.

This thesis project ¡nvest¡gated the relationship between high molecular weighr

glutenin subunits (HMW) and gluten strength. A doubled haploid population derived

from the cross between wheat cultivar AC Karma and line gTEog-s2Bl was used

in the study. The parental cultivars have different HMW glutenin subunits while the

other two classes of gluten proteins i.e., the gliadins and the low molecular weight

glutenin subunits (LMW) are similar.

This research had the following objectives:

1. To determine the contribution of individual HMW glutenins and their interactions
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to genetic variabil¡ty for gluten strength us¡ng a population derived from a cross

between canadian Prairie spring wheat cultivar Ac Karma and canadian western

extra strong line 87E03-S281, derived from cultivar Glenlea.

2. To develop molecular markers associated with three high molecular we¡ght

glutenin genes and assess their use in the marker ass¡sted selection for gruten

strength.



2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Wheat quality

wheat quality is a very complex trait. ln order to deflne quality and examine factors

contributing to this complex and quant¡tative trait, it is useful to define the basic

quality parameters which determine wheat type. These are hardiness, gluten

strength and protein content (Bushuk 1994). some of the quality aspects are

controlled exclusively by genetics and some are strongly influenced by the

environment ( Bekes and Gras 19gg). Bread making potential is direcily proportional

to the protein content (Bekes and Gras 1999). protein content is strongly influenced

by growing conditions, particularly availability of n¡trogen (pechanek et al. 1997).

Another quality parameter that is important in bread making is hardness. Both hard

and soft wheat exist. Hard wheat has a hard kernel, high gluten strength and protein

content and it is suitable for bread production. soft wheat has a soft kernel, low

protein content and is used principaily for cookie and biscuit production.

Gluten proteins confer the viscoelastic properties of dough, which are considered

critical for bread making properties of wheat varieties. Gluten proteins designated

prolamins compose the majority of wheat storage proteins and consist of two

distinct groups: gliadins and glutenins. pomeranz (.1965) published one of the first

reports on gluten proteins as a contributing factor to bread making quality.
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Differences between cultivars in the proportion of the 3 M urea soluble proteins

were assoc¡ated with bread making performance. Good bread making cultivars

contained a higher proportion of insoluble glutenins.

2.2 Whea|. proteins

osborn (1907) proposed the first classification of wheat proteins based on their

solubility. According to this classification wheat endosperm proteins are divicjed into

four fractions: water-soluble albumins, salt-soluble globulins, alcohol-soluble

gliadins and glutenins and proteins insoluble in 70% ethanol, but soluble in dilute

aqueous acid or alkali. Albumins and globulins are enzymes and their substrates

are endosperm storage components, starch and storage proteins as welr as

structural components of ceil wail, components of lipoproteins and glycoproteins

(wrigley 1993). Gliadins and glutenins are deposited in prote¡n bodies in the

endosperm and during kerner deveropment they accumurate disproportionatery

compared to other proteins (shewry and ratham 1gg7). They serve as a nitrogen

source for develop¡ng embryo.

2.2.1 WheaT storage proteins- Gluten jns and Gliadins

Gliadins and glutenins are the major wheat storage proteins accounting for g0% of

total flour protein. They contribute to the viscoerastic propert¡es of dough produced

from wheat flour (Gras et ar. 1999). Grutenins form very rarge porymers with a
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molecular weighst above one million (payne and corfield 1979). Based on

electrophoretic mobility in sDS-PAGE glutenin, subunits are classified into two main

types: low molecular weight glutenin subunits (LMW_GS) which are

electrophoretically faster subunits with molecular weights between 2s,o0o-4s,ooo

daltons, and electrophoretically slower moving high molecular weight glutenin

subunits (HMW-GS) with molecular weights of 60,OO0-90,000 daltons.

Gliadins are monomeric proteins and can be divided into four groups: o, p, r1 and ur

gliadins. omega gliadins are a distinct class of gliadins due to a deficiency of sulfur

and a different secondary structure (Tatham et al. 19g0).

Another classification has been proposed by shewry et al. (1992), based on the

sulfur content. Prolamins are classified into three groups: sulfur-rich prolamins

which include o-, p-, y-gliadins and LMW gruten¡ns; surfur-poor prolamins such as

ro-gliadins and third group containing HMW glutenins. while o- and y-gliadins

contain a considerable level of sulfur containing amino acids (2-3 mol%), rrl-gliadins

have little or no sulfur containing amino acids. omega gliad¡ns are rich in gf utamine,

proline and phenylalanine while the proportion of these amino acids is low in q- and

y-gliadins. Presence or absence of sulfur in their primary structure affects their

ability to form disulfide bonds which are crucial in the polymer formation. classes

of o- and y-gliadins do form intramolecurar disurfide bonds. Gluten polypeptides

have amino acids with hydrophobic side chains which permit interaction between

polypeptides via hydrogen bonds.
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ln spite of structural differences between prolamins, a general model can be

established describing their basic molecular structure. Each has a central repetitive

domain flanked by N-terminal and c{erminal domains. Major differences in

structural organ¡zation are in the length of all three domains and their primary

structure. A class of s-rich prolamins (o- and y- gliadins and LMW-glutenins), along

with s-poor prolamins (co-gliadins) have a tetrapeptide motif peep-i. ln addilion,

a hexapeptide motif QQQQpvl exists in the repetitive domain of LMW glutenin

subunits. similarly, PQQP tetrapeptide is interspersed with different hexapeptide

motif, PQPQPFP in q gliadins. ln co gliadins the peepFpee motif is the core

repeat sequence (Tatham et al. 1990).

Another similarity between o-, y-gliadins and LMw-glutenins is the presence of a

very large c- terminar domain taking up over one-harf to two-third of the polypeptide

length. cysteine residues are located in the c-terminal domain of s-rich prolamins

while the LMW glutenin subunits contain cysteine residues in the N-terminal

domain, as well. usually, seven cysteine residues are present in the c- terminal

domain of LMW glulenin subunits and one cysteine residue in the N{erminal

domain or in the repeated domain (Tatham et al. 1990). LMW glurenins have a very

short repetitive domain and six of the seven cysteine residues of the c-terminal

domain are involved in formation of three intramolecular disulphide bonds. The

remaining cysteine residue, along with the cysteine from the N-terminal domain are

l*G-Gly; 
O-Gln: P-Pro; y-Tyr; S-Ser; v-Val ; L-Leu ;F-phe



available for intermolecular cross linking.

There is another criterion for grouping o-, y-gliadins and LMW gluten¡ns in the same

group, based on similarity in their secondary structure. The c-terminal domain

contains q-helix and ß-sheet structure and some p-turns. The p- turns are the

predominant conformation in the repetitive domain (shewry et al. 199g). The

secondary structure of crr-gliadins has few q-helix and p-sheet structures, but plurns

are abundant.

2.2.2 High molecular weight glutenin subunits

High molecular weight glutenín subunits make up 1o-zoo/o of prolamin content and

only 5-15% of total protein content (shewry and ratham 1997), but they are the

s¡ngle most important factor affecting bread making quality.

HMW glutenin subunits have a primary structure organized in three domains: N-

terminal domain consisting of B1-104 amino acid residues, a large central repetitive

domain consisting of 480-700 amino acid residues, and a clerminal doma¡n with

only 42 amino acid residues (shewry et ar. r992). HMW gruten¡n subunits are

divided into x- and ylype according to their electrophoretic mobjl¡ty. The x-type

subunits have a central repetitive domain of 6so-700 amino acid residues, while the

repetitive domain of ylype subunits ranges from 435 to s4o amino acids (Tatham

et al. 1992), The x{ype subun¡ts have tripeptide, hexapeptide and nonapept¡de
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motífs, GQO, PGQGQO and GyypTspOe, respectively. The y_ type subunits do

not have the tripeptide motiï, and the hexapeptide pGeGee and the nonapeptide

consensus motif GyyprsLQQ are pfesent in their primary structure (shewry et a¡.

1ee2).

The cysteine residues in the HMW glutenin subunits are posit¡oned in the N-terminal

and clerminal domains with an exception of few y-subunits with cysteine residues

in the central repetitive domain toward the crerminar end (Bushuk 1g94). The

number of cysteine residues is considerably higher in the N-terminar domain.

usually three cysteine residues are found in the x-type subunits and five in the

y-type subun¡ts but only one cysteine residue in the c-terminal domain in both

subunit types of HMW glutenins.

HMW glutenins have the q-herix in both terminar domains, but p{urns are

predom¡nant in the repetitive domain, simirarry to the c,r-griadins. The central

repetitive domain of HMW grutenins has a form of roose spirar based on repetitive

P turns, flanked by N-terminar and c-terminar domains rich in o-herix and cyste¡ne

residues (Field et ar. 1987). The spirar structure of the centrar domain of HMW

glutenins is considered as a very important contributor to the elastic properties of

gluten. Also, the size of the repetitive domain may contribute to erastic propert¡es

(Kasarda 1 999). The repet¡tive domain of HMW grutenins contains many grutamine

amino acid residues (30-3s mor%) and their amide groups are invorved in hydrogen

bond formation between the different subunits of HMW grutenins and between
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HMW glutenins and other proteins (Shewry et al. 1992).

2.3 Genetics of wheat proteins

Genes encoding wheat storage prote¡ns, are positioned at nine major roci in the

wheat genome. Ail u.r-griadins, most y-griadins and a few p-griadins are encoded by

alleles on the group t homeorogous chromosomes at the Gri-1 rocus (shewry et ar.

1992). The group 6 chromosome locus Gli-2, encode all q_, most p_ and some y-

gliadins. Gliadin genes are tightly linked and those on the chromosomes 1 are

closely linked with genes coding for LMW glutenin subunits.

LMW glutenin subunits are encoded by genes rocated on the short arms of

homeologous group 1 chromosome at the Glu-3 loci. The Glu-3 loci and Gli-1 loci

are t¡ghtly linked and no recombination has been reported. However, in a doubred

haploid population produced in the cross RL 44sz x AC Domain (Agriculture and

Agri-food, canada), recombination of 3% between Gli- j, Gru-3 roci has been

observed ( O. Lukow and K. Adams, personal communication).

HMW glutenin subunits are encoded by genes rocated on the rong arms of the

homoeologous chromosome 1 in wheat. Genes encoding x- and y-type subun¡ts are

closely linked and des¡gnated as a singre rocus, GIu-1. Therefore, roci Gru-A1,

GIu-B1 and Glu-D1 on the long arms of chromosomes 1A, 1B and 1D, respectivery,

encode HMW glutenin subunits. rn bread wheat curtivars one or both genes on the
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locus Glu-41 are ¡nactive (payne et al. 1991) thus three to five subunits are usually

expressed. The x-type subunits are slower moving in the electrophoretic field

compared to faster moving y-type subunits. lt was observed that HMW glutenin

subun¡ts display considerable allelic variations, whích has been used to study the

relationship between subunit compos¡tion and bread making quality.

2.4 Glutenin polymer

The glutenin subunits polymerize into native glutenin by disulfide bond formation

between cysteine residues form¡ng the largest narurally occurring polymers. There

is considerable evidence suggesting that both HMW glutenin subunits and LMW

glutenin subunits combine to form native gluten¡n polymer, but some studies where

null fines have been used show that porymers might be formed from LMW-GS or

HMW-GS, exclusivety (Gupta et at. 1995).

Glutenin subunits linked together by disulphide bonds form a glutenin polymer with

unique visco-elastic properties. A porymeric fraction of gluten is made up of a

diversity of glutenin polymers. Their composition ranges from dimers (Mr

40,000-150,000) up to sizes estimated at several million daltons (Lafiandra et al.

1999). Glutenin polymers are estabrished during the grarn deveropment when the

synthesis of different proteins is intensified. Glutenin structure is determined

primarily at the grain fiiling stage and maybe further modified by alterations of

disulphide bonds resulting in changes in the polymer size distribution (wrigley and
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Bekes 1999). Further modifications of disulphide bonds can take place at the grain

ripening stage. Rainy weather during ripening may read to the changes in the

glutenin structure (wrigrey and Bakes 1999). Furthermore, some hydrorases

produced during sprout¡ng are proteases that can partiaily hydroryse peptide bonds

in the glutenin prote¡ns (wrigrey et ar. 1999). rn addition, grain in the fierd may be

the target of insects from the genera Lygaidae, Eurygaster and Aeria. proteases

originating from insect saliva can cause changes in glutenin porymers and in the

extreme cases the resurt may be a comprete ross of bread making potentiar (wrigrey

et al. 1999).

A number of moders for grutenin porymer formation have been proposed. Ewart

(1979) had proposed a moder known as the "rinear grutenin hypothesis." According

to this model gluten¡n subunits are rinked together in a head-tolair manner by

disulphide bonds formed in random order. ln other words one disulphide bond is

formed between two porypeptide chains composing rinear porymers. Graverand et

al.(1985) proposed a moder where y-type subunits of HMW grutenins are rinked at

both ends to different x-type HMW glutenin subunits by disulphide bonds in a

head-to-tail fashion. Four clusters, each conta¡ning three row morecular weight

subunits are attached to the y-type subunits representing the core unit. units are

linked together by disurphide bonds between N-and c- termini of the x- type

subunits, forming the backbone of the grutenin porymer. This moder was based

mainly on the results of partiar reduction experiments showing dimers of HMW

glutenin subunits. Kasarda (1989) proposed a moder assuming that LMW grutenin
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subunits are linked together in head-to-head manner by intermolecular disulphide

bonds formed between cysteine residues in the c-terminal domains of these

subunits. The HMW glutenin subunits are linked to the glutenin polymer by means

of different LMW subunits at their N- and c-terminal domains, resulting in

aniiparallel packing of the central repet¡tive domains of LMW glutenin subunits. ln

this model, the polymer ends with the addition of a subunit containing onry one

cysteine residue available for intermolecular bond formation. such subunits are

designated "chain terminators" as opposed to "chain extenders,', which can form two

or more disulphide bonds. some authors have recently confirmed the existence of

those types of subunits (Kasarda, 1999). Grutenin porymers mainry consist of HMW

and LMW glutenin subunits, but besides those fundamental constituents, gliadin like

proteins have been detected in the polymers (Lafiandra et al. 1999). Gliadin-like

subunits, containing an odd number of cysteine residues, pray the rore of ,,chain

terminators" in the polymerization process, due to the presence of only one cysteine

residue involved in intermolecular bond formation. Elongation of the glutenin

polymer will be terminated with the incorporation of these gliadin-like subunits.

These polypeptides are similar to gl¡ad¡ns, but only have one cyste¡ne residue which

confers termination of the gluten¡n polymer (Lafiandra et al. 1999).

Payne and corfield (1979), extracted flour proteins with sDS buffer containing low

levels of the reducing agent p-mercaptoethanol and characterized disulphide linked

oligomers usìng electrophoretic techniques. Results showed that HMW glutenin

subunits were involved in oligomer formation. Those results are incompatible with
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Kasarda's model, which assumes linkage of HMW glutenin subunits to LMW

subunits only. Partial reduction studies (werner et al. 1992) revealed that x-y type

dimers are predominant in the glutenin polymer. The presence of x-y dimers

supports the hypothesis proposed by Graveland et al. (l 9Bs) who hypothesized that

the backbone of the glutenin polymers is formed from x-y dimers of HMW glurenin

subunits from which Iow molecular subunits branch in clusters consisting of LMW

subunits, exclusively.

2.5 Role of the Dxs type subun¡t in glutenin polymer formation

Gluten polymer size distribution is an ¡mportant contributor to bread making quality

of wheat (Kasarda 1999). rhe size distribution is influenced by the polymerization

of polypeptides and lines with Dxs+Dy10 combination of HMW glutenin subunits

(encoded at GIu-D1 locus) have considerably larger polymers than lines with

Dx2+Dy12 combination of subunits, encoded at same locus (Kasarda 1 9g9). some

evidence indicates that polymers containing 5+10 subunits are formed earlier than

2+12 subunits polymers suggesting that more rapid formation occurs. The

difference between DxS and Dx2 subunits, which are almost identical in the primary

amino acid sequence in first 100 residues, is in the amino acid residue at the

position 97 which has mutated from serine in Dx2 to cysteine in Dx5 (shewry et al.

'f 997). Therefore, the Dxs subunit has 4 cysteine residues in the N{erminal and in

the beginning of the repetitive doma¡ns as compared to three cysteines in the same

region for the Dx2 subunit. The c-term¡nal domains of both subunits have one
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cysteine residue involved in forming one intermolecular disulfide bond. The crucial

difference between these two subunits ¡n terms of polymerization ability is in the

fourth cysteine in the DxS subunit. The fourth cysteine is located at some distance

from the other three cysteines and it seems that this is the main factor contributing

to the greater ability of Dx5 to form intermolecular bonds as compared to Dx2

(Kasarda 1999), this may exprain why DxS is associated with rarger porymers, but

does not explain the rapid formation of porymers containing the s+10 subunit

combination.

The polymer format¡on speed in the rines containing 5+10 subunits may be

explained by the "steric hindrance" hypothesis (Kohler et al. 1997). Their basic

assumption was that the cysteine residues at the N-terminal domain are considered

as a group. lnitial cross-linking might occur from any of those three cysteines and

probably that is a rapid event regardless of Dx2 or DxS subunit. After the first

disulfide bond is formed, steric hindrance will affect any other glutenin subunits

approaching the remaining cyste¡nes in that cluster. ln addition, the q-helix structure

of that region seems to facilitate intramolecular disulfide bond formation between

two cyste¡ne residues. The possibility that more than one disulfide bond is formed,

including cysteine from this cluster can not be ruled out, however steric hindrance

is likefy to slow down this process. otherwise, the Dx2 and Dxs subunits should

have a similar chance to form the f¡rst intermolecular bond, but in Dx2 subunits

formation of the next intermolecular bond is delayed while in the DxS subunit, the

distant fourth cysteine residue is readily available for rapid bond formation.
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According to this hypothesis, it is Iikery that the DxS subunit forms at reast two

intermolecular disulfide bonds because of lower steric hindrance, which seems to

be the main feature contributing to the more rapid and effective polymerization and

branching of DxS subunit.

Branching of porypeptide chains is a possibre expranation for stronger dough

obtained from lines containing three or more cysteine residues involved in

intermolecular bonds. rhe current hypothesis about the contribution of polymertype

to gluten strength proposes that linear polymers obtained from subunits with onry

two available cysteine residues for intermolecular cross l¡nks contribute less to

dough strength than branched polymers (Kasarda 1999).

2.6 ïhe role of Bx7 type subunit in glutenin polymer formation

The Bx7 subunit has three cyste¡ne residues in the N{erminar domain, but the first

two residues are closer to each other as compared to those of the Dx2 and DxS

subunits. lt is likely that the closely positioned cysteines (positions 10 and 17) form

an intramolecular disulfide bond while the third cysteine in lhe N-terminal domain

and one residue in the c-terminal domain are available to form intermolecular

disulfide bonds (Kasarda i 999). Hence, porymers wiil be erongated in a rinear

fashion.

The contribution of the Bx7 subunit to quarity has been observed in some cultivars
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where th¡s subunit is overexpressed and its effect is considered as quant¡tative. ln

cultivars with five expressed HMW glutenin subunits, the proportion of this prolamin

class in total extractable protein is roughly 1o%. Therefore, individual subunit genes

account for approximately 2'/" of flour protein. Duplication observed in Bx7 gene

(D'ovidio et al. 1997) might explain the overexpression of Bx7 subunit, in which

case, positive effects of this subunit on gluten strength can be attributed to an

increased amount of subunit.

2.7 Comparison of subunits encoded at Glu-A1, Glu-81 and Glu_D1 genes

An ent¡re set of HMW grutenin gene sequences from the curtivar cheyenne has

been published (Anderson and Greene 1999, Anderson et ar. 1998). A comparison

of Ax2., Bx7, DxS, By9 and Dy10 sequences reveals that these genes have some

similarities. HMW glutenin genes, like other cereal storage genes have no introns

and their coding region is among the longest known examples of non-interrupted

sequences (Anderson and Greene l g8g). Furthermore, the promoter regions

conta¡n some conserved sequences involved ¡n tissue specific expression and are

found in the 5'flanking region of prolamin genes of other cereal species (Halford et

al. 1987). ln the Ax2- and Bx7 genes, a consensus poryadeniration signar is

positioned 51 bp downstream of doubre stop codons found in HMW grutenin genes.

Deduced protein sequences revealed similarities between the polypetides, as well.

Asignal peptide of 21 amino acids was followed by the N-teminal domain consisting
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of 87 amino ac¡d residues in Ax2" and g2 in Bx7. Repetitive domains of these

subunits contained 666 and 647 residues lor Ax2- and Bx7, respectively, followed

by the C-terminal domain oÍ 42 amino acid residues in both genes.

The Ax2., Bx7 and DxS subunits are similar to each other in terms of position of

cysteine amino acid residues. Three cysteine residues are positioned in N-terminal

domain, w¡th the exception of DxS subunits which have a fourth cysteine at the

beginning of repetitive domain and the c{erminal domain contains 1 cysteine amino

acid residue.

Major differences between the amino acid sequences of Ax1 and Ax2- subunits

have not been observed, which is consistent with their s¡m¡lar effect on quality

(Tatham et al. 1992). The effect of Glu-A1 encoded subunits can be attributed to

quantitative contribution, compared to nufl allele observed in some cultivars. The

amount of HMW glutenin subunits is increased in cultivars with Glu-A1 encoded

subunit and may be responsible for quality improvement.

2 B Effect of HMW glutenin subunits on the gluten strength as a quality factor

The relationship between structure of glutenin proteins and their role ¡n the quality

aspects and dough properties has been the focus of research effort for several

decades. The presence of certain HMW glutenin subunits has been positively

correlated with good bread making quality. ln an early study by payne et al.(1979),
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progenies from crosses between varieties with good bread making quality and

varieties w¡th poor bread making quality were selected for good bread making

quality during generations of inbreeding. sDS-sedimentation was used to assess

bread making quality because the volume of the sediment and bread making quality

were positively correlated. sediment was obtained after mixing flour with a solution

of sodium Dodecyl sulfate (sDS) and lactic acid. Their finding was that "band1,'

was positively correlated with bread making quality. lt was assumed that subunit 1

designated as "band 1" on the sDS-pAGE improves the properties of gluten for the

bread making process, probably because of its property to form rarge and stabre

glutenin polymers. ln a subsequent study, it was found that band 1 was controlled

by chromosome 1A (Payne et ar. 1 990). using the same approach, it was found that

bands 5 and 10,and bands 2 and 12 were encoded by chromosome 1D. ln order to

study the closeness of genes encoding subunits 2 and s on the chromosome 1D,

F2 progen¡es f rom the crosses between cultivar "chinese Spring', with subunit 2 and

"Holdfast" with subunit 5 were tested. using ¡ntensity of endosperm banding pattern

four phenotypic classes were detected ¡n the ratio of 1:1:1:1. This phenotypic ratio

represents two homozygous classes, for subunits 5 and 2, class of heterozygous

endosperm with two doses of the subunits 5 and singre dose of subunit 2 and

phenotypic class containing doubred dose of the subunit 2 and singre dose of

subunit 5 in triploid endosperm tissue. lt was estimated that maximal distance for

genes encoding subunits 2 and 5 is 0.0.1 cM, suggesting that those genes might be

allelic. The presence or absence of HMW glutenin subunrts encoded by the alleles

of the D genome has a significant effect on bread making quarity (payne et ar.
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1981 ). subunits 2 and 12 were always detected together and subunit 5 was always

accompanied by subunit 10. It suggested that genes encoding these subunits are

closely positioned on the chromosome. Following the results of positive correlation

between band 1 and bread making quality and positive effect of s+10 subunits

encoded by chromosome 1D, it was shown that the presence of all three subunits

had a highly positive effect on sDS sedimentation volume as a measure of bread

making quality. The effect of these subunits was found to be additive. payne et al.

(1987) have developed a scoring system for HMW glutenin subunits based mainly

on the effects of these subun¡ts on the SDS-sedimentation test as an ¡ndirect

measure of bread making quality. The ep¡static effects of alleles at the Glu-1 loci on

quality have also been reported (Rousset et al. 1999). one{hird to one-half of the

variation in bread making quality is attríbutable to allelic variations at Glu-1 loci

(Mir-Ali et al. 1999). Good correlation between dough strength parameters and the

amount of insoluble protein were reported in many studies (Gupta et al. 19g3,

Payne et al. 1979). Flours of good quality have a greater proport¡on of insoluble

gluten¡n. Allelic effects on dough strength were attributed to the amount and types

of produced subunits, variation ¡n quantity and the size distribution of polymeric

proteins.

ln addition to HMW glutenin subunit composition, the rat¡o of HMW to LMW glutenin

subun¡ts is an important factor in bread making quality. varieties with greater dough

strenglh were reported to have a higher HMW:LMW glutenin subunit ratio (Gupta

and MacRitchie 1994). Dough strength increased with a higher HMW: LMW glutenin
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subunit ratio (weegers and Hamer 1gg2) indicating that bfead making quar¡ty is

governed not only by the quarity of HMW grutenin subunit, but arso by other factors

such as the amount of grutenin proteins. size distr¡bution of the porymeric protein

is influenced by the HMW:LMW grutenin subunit ratio which in turn is infruenced by

the quantity of individual subunirs and their polymerization behavior, all of which are

related to the¡r structure and size (Gupta and MacRitchie 1994).

2.9 Breeding for bread making quality

Broad evidence suggests that bread making quarity of wheat is mainry determ¡ned

by gluten protein composition (Kasarda 1999). Therefore, these proteins shourd be

the major rargets in breeding for quarity. The important step ¡n the breeding process

is the identification of the trait on which the selection process might be based.

subsequently, it is important to identify genotypes which have desirabre

phenotypes. For earry generation serection, the method of choice wourd ideaily be

reliable, require a smail amount of testing materiar, be highry correrated with

end-use characteristics, be cosrefficient and amenable to screening a large number

of samples. The sDS-sedimentation test has been used as an indicator for gruten

strength. The use of the mixograph test ailows breeders to serect direcily for

physical dough properties in earry generations (Gras and o'Brien 19g2). Besides

a mixograph test which utirizes 10 g of frour, a smailer scare test emproying 5 g or

2 g oï flour is used in breeding programs (Finney 1989, Gras and o'Brien 1992).

selection of curtivars w¡th strong gruten us¡ng the mixograph test has given
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considerable progress in quality improvement (cox et al. 1991). However, the

m¡xograph test is labor intensive because ¡t requ¡res the production of flour by

m¡l¡ing. The test is time consuming, and only one sample can be analyzed at a time.

when HMW glutenin subunit composition was identified by sDS-pAGE and quality

scores for different subunit compositions were ass¡gned, statistical evaluation of the

amount of variability for gluten strength attr¡butable to HMW glutenin could be

performed (Payne et al. 1g87, Lukow et al. 1989). A few studies reported the effect

of HMW glutenin alleles on gluten strength as inferred from the sDS sedimentation

test for the alleles encoded at Glu-A1 locus. ln the work of payne et al. (19g7)

subunits designated as Ax1 and Ax2., encoded at locus GIu-A1 had similar effect

on quality, but were superior when compared to the null allele found in some

cultivars. Mir-AIi et al. (1999) obtained different results of the effect of Glu-A1

encoded subunits in groups of genotypes differing in geographical origin. There was

a significant effect of the Glu-A1 in two of four groups under study, while the other

two groups of genotypes showed no significant effect of Gru-A1 aileres. other

studies (Rogers et ar. 1989, Graybosch et al. 1994) also reported no relationship

between Glu-A1 encoded subunits Ax1 and Ax2. and quality score. similarly,

contrasting effects for the combination of subunits encoded at Glu-B.1 locus were

found. Mir-Ali et al. (1999) reported that the Bx7+ ByB combination of subunits

encoded at Glu-B1 locus demonstrated positive or negat¡ve effects depending on

the group of cultivars tested. The most consistent results were reported for a

comparison of Dx2+Dy12 subunits and Dxs+Dy10 subunits encoded ai the Glu-D1
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locus which showed a significanily higher positive effect of the latter combination.

correlations between glutenin subunit composition and gluten strength as quaiity

traits are complex due to interactions between HMW glutenin subunits and between

loci encoding other prolamins. sontag-strohm et al. (1gg6) showed a significant

interaction between alleles encoding HMW glutenin subunits and LMW glutenin

subunits. The effect of HMW gluten¡ns was more evident in lines having the Ax2.

subunit than in l¡nes with the null allele at GIu-A1 locus. Mir Ali et al. (1999)

suggested that different allelic combinat¡ons are differenily expressed in different

genotypes. The epistatic effects between different loci seem to make s¡gnif¡cant

contribution to gluten strength, ind¡cating that gluten quality is a very complex trait

The effect of some subunit combinations has to be considered through its

interaction with other alleles present in the particular genotype.

2.10 PCR-based DNA markers for glutenin subunits

HMW glutenin subunits are associated with gluten strength and a significant

proportion of the variability can be accounted for by these subunits. Locus pairs

encoding x- and ylype subunits of HMW grutenins are crosery rinked and they have

been referred as single loci GIu-A1 , Glu-B1 , and Glu-D1 on three genomes of bread

wheat. ln hexaploid bread wheat the y-subunit encoded at the Glu-A1 locus is

usually silent. ln some bread wheat cult¡vars, the Ax allele is also null. silent Glu-A.l

pseudogene (Ay) which does not produce a polypeptide was cloned and sequenced

by Forde et al. (1985). The Glu-D1 aileres, Dx5 and Dy10, were croned from
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Triticum aestÌvum L. cv. cheyenne (Anderson and Greene 19g9). The Gru-A1

(4x2.) and Glu-B1 (Bx7) were cloned as weil (Anderson and Greene 1989). DNA

sequences from these clones have been made publically available, enabling the

development of new methods for glutenin subunit composit¡on assessment.

sDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis is commonly used to determine subunit

composit¡on in wheat cultivars and this method is widely used to screen breeding

lines for glutenin subunit composition using single wheat kernels. Alternatively,

Polymerase chain Reaction (pcR) has been employed for screening aileres

encoding glutenin subunits which can be tested using various plant tissue sources.

DNA markers for glutenin alleles allow ampl¡fication of the fragment wíth the

sequence unique for the particular glutenin subunit gene. DNA isolated from the

seedlings of ten wheat cult¡vars was used to test the efficiency of pcR generated

markers for HMW grutenin genes (smith et ar. 1994). A few studies reported the

development and testing of pcR based markers for HMW grutenin genes in durum

and bread wheat (D'ovidio et al. 1994, D'ovidio and Anderson 1g94, D'Ovidio et al.

1995a, D'Ovidio et al. 199Sb, Lafiandra et al. I gg6, DeBustos et al, 2000).
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3.0 MANUSCRIPT #1

Gene-assisted serection for gruten strength in wheat doubred haproid

breeding programs



3.1 ABSTRACT

High molecular weight gluten¡n subunits contribute greaily to gluten strength. sDS-

PAGE analysis is commonly used to assess HMW glutenin subunit composition of

wheat seed, This type of protein analysis is not suitable to screen haploid material

or any t¡ssues which do not express the HMW glutenins because it is a prote¡n

assay based on seed extract. DNA based molecular markers have been developed

to bypass the limitations of sDS-pAGE analysis and broaden the application of

marker assisted breeding for HMW gluten¡n alleles. A doubled haploid population

was produced from a cross between a while extra strong wheat line 87E03-s281

and canada Prairie spring cultivar, "AC Karma", which has much weaker gluten.

Molecular markers associated with HMW glutenin alleles Dxs, Ax2- and the

overexpressed Bx7 allelic variant were developed. pcR analyses were performed

on haploid leaf tissue. Doubled haploid seeds were subjected to sDS-pAGE for

characterization of HMW glutenin protein patterns and to confirm the accuracy of

the PcR markers. PCR markers showed discrepancies of 2-g.5% when compared

to sDS-PAGE' Advantages and disadvantages of DNA markers in breeding

programs and doubled haploid line production are discussed.



3,2 INTRODUCTION

Prolamins are seed storage proteins comprising the high morecurar weight (HMW)

glutenins, the low molecular weight (LMW) glutenins and the gliadins. Glutenin

subunits rnterlinked by disurphide bonds form gruten polymers. othertypes of bonds

such as hydrogen bonds or tyrosine cross rinking are arso present (Michon et ar.

1 999). Glutenin subunits (LMW and HMW) together with monomeric gliadins, which

are not covalently linked to glutenln polymers, form a gluten complex with unique

visco-elastic properties. Quality of gluten is measured as strength and elasticity.

Gluten strength is a very important quarity attribute for a number of end-use

products, including leavened bread products.

ln hexaploid wheat, roci on homeorogous group 1 chromosomes of the three wheat

genomes (4, B and D) encode polypeptide subunits of HMW glutenins. Hexaploid

bread wheat cultivars have six HMW genes (shewry et ar. 1997). There is an x- and

a y-type subunit rocated on the long arm of chromosome 1 of each genome. The

genes encoding for x- and y- subunits are found in pairs. Therefore, they are often

referred to as single roci named Gru-A1, Gru-Bi and Gru-D1 (payne et ar. i 9B3).

Most bread wheat curtivars have three to five expressed HMW genes. Gene

silencing is one of the factors contributing to the variability of the number of HMW

glutenin subunits expressed in wheat cultivars. The x-subunit, located on the A

genome and y- subunit of the B genome are not expressed in some cultivars while
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the y-type subunit of the A genome is silent in the majority of bread wheat cultivars

(Payne et al. 1981). An exception to this trend was reported in a swedish line where

the expression of two Glu-A1 encoded genes was observed (Johansson et al.

1e93).

Aside from gene silencing as a source of genetic differences among cultivars, broad

allelic variations exist at the three HMW glutenin loci. Based on their mobility in

sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (sDS-pAGE), subunils

have been characterized and a nomenclature system has been proposed (payne

et al. 1987).

HMW glutenins represent approximately 1 0% of the seed storage prote¡ns, but their

effect on gluten strength was reported to be very significant (payne et al. 1gg7,

Lukow et al. 1989, Gupta et al. 1993). HMW glutenin subunits have molecular

we¡ghts ranging from 65,000 to 90,000 (Shewry et al. 1997).

ln terms of gluten strength, allelic combination s+10 encoded at locus Glu-D1 has

the best quality score, compared to subunit combination 2+12 encoded by

contrasting alleles at the same genetic locus (payne et al. 1981). Also, different

Bx+By subunit combinations encoded at the Glu-81 locus have d¡fferent effects on

gluten quality (Payne et al. 1 991). ln addition, the amount of subunits expressed in

the endosperm might have an effect on gruten quarity, but it is more rikery that
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struciure of HMW glutenin subunits is the critical factor influencing size distribution

of glutenin polymers and elasticity of the gluten complex.

sDS-PAGE of seed protein has been used for screening of grutenin porypeptides.

This method is very efficient as allelic variation at multiple loci can be screened

s¡multaneously. However, it requires seed for extraction of protein and it can not be

used for screening of haploid leaf tissue in doubled haploid breeding programs.

Ïhe aim of this study was to develop pcR based markers for gluten srrength to be

used in screening haploid plantlets, to valÍdate the markers and to illustrate

application and usef ulness of gene-assisted selection method in breeding for gluten

strength.

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.3.1 Experimental material

A doubled haploid popuration was produced from the cross between two genotypes,

AC Karma (canadian Prairie spring wheat), and a breeding rine 87E03-s281. The

cultivar Ac Karma has a reratively weak gluten and poor bread making qualíty. Line

87E03-s281 was obtained from the following cros: Glenlea.7lc7g32.ltwas derived

by seven backcross¡ng to cultivar Glenlea which is canadian western Extra strong

wheat and was selected for its white seed color. Line g7EO3-s2Bl produces an
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extra strong gluten. lt is mainly used for mixing with weaker f lour in order to increase

strength. These two genotypes have compretery different composition of HMW

glutenin subunits, whire their LMW grutenins and the griadins are very simirar.

composition of HMW glutenin subunits encoded at three Glu-1 loci is as follows:AC

Karma has 1, 7"+9 and 2+12 subunits on the A, B, D genomes, respectively. The

line 87E03-s2B r has contrasting alleres at Glu- 1 loci encoding the following

subunits: 2*, overexpressed Bx7 subunit (H7+B), and S+10.

From th¡s cross, ten F, hybrid seeds were produced. SDS-PAGE was used to

confirm the hybrid nature of these ten seeds (Fig 1 - 1 ). A population of 414 haploid

lines was produced through maize hybridization technique and embryo rescue.

Doubled haploids (DH) were produced through treatment with corch¡cine (Thomas

et al. 1997). The F,-derived doubled haploid rines from the cross between these two

wheat cult¡vars segregated for HMW glutenin subunits. There was no notabre

segregation for LMW glutenins and gliadins.
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Figure 1-1. SDS-PAGE of five seeds of AC Karma, ten Fr seeds used for the

productlon of the DH population and five seeds of B7Eo3-s281. A total of ten HMW

glutenin subunits were detected in the F, endosperms. No segregation for LMW

glutenin subunits was observed as shown in the rower portion of the ger. HMW

subunits using the numericar code are indicated on both sides of the ger. H7

represents the overexpressed Bx7 subunit from Glenlea.
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3.3.2 DNA extraction

DNA was extracted from all414 haploid lines and the parentaf l¡nes. Haploid plants

were sampled at the 2-3 leaf stage, before colchicine treatment. One young leaf per

plant was harvested and submerged in liquid nitrogen. The leaf samples were

lyophilized and stored dry at -20"c until extraction. DNA was extracted as per

cloutier et al. (2001).The extraction procedure was performed in g6-deep well

blocks using hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (crAB). The lyophilized leaf

tissue was ground with glass beads and sterile sand in g6 well blocks using a paint

shaker. The extraction buffer was pre-warmed to 6S.C and added to the ground

sample in final concentrations of 100 mM Tris-Cl pH B.O, S0 mM EDTA, 1.4 M NaCl,

1% CTAB and 0.05 mgml-l of Proteinase K. Following addition of 2% SDS final

concentration, samples were incubated for 2 hours ai 6s"c. DNA was extracted by

chlorophorm/ isoamylalcohol (24:1) and precipitated by 0.6 volume isopropanol.

Afler a 70r" ethanol wash, DNA was resuspended in distilled water contain¡ng

RNAase A (0.02 mgml-r) and incubated for t h at 37.C. The extracted DNA was

used for testing PCR-developed markers for HMW glutenín alleles.

PCR reactions were carried out ¡n a pTC-100 thermocycler (MJ Research).

Reactions were performed ín g6-well microtiter plates in a final volume of 25pL. The

react¡on mixture contained l unit Taq DNA polymerase, 1.5 mM MgOlr, 0.g mM

dNTPs, l5 pmol of each primer and 100 ng of the genomic DNA template.

Amplif ication conditions followed by initial denaturation step at g4'c for 5 min, were:
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94"c for 30 s, 64'c for 30 s, 72'c fot l min for 35 cycles and a final extension step

of 10 min. PCR products were anaryzed using 1% agarose ger in IxTAE buffer,

which was run at 80 V and stained with eth¡dium bromide.

3.3.3 PCR analysis

The HMW glutenin alleles and as much as 2 kb of the promoter regions for several

HMW glutenin arreres from curtivar Glenrea had previousry been croned and

sequenced in Dr.s.cloutier's lab (unpublished) and were available for primerdesign.

computer software DNAMAN (Lynnon Biosoft) was used for multiple sequence

alignment. The primers were synthesized by the primer synthesis unit of Life

Technologies. The primer pair BxTF-429 and Bx7R693 (Bx7-F-428:E -

CAACAACTTGTcccccCCTT-3'; Bx7-R693:S,cCGCTTAGCCATCTCAGTcAAC_

3') was used in the PCR reaction to amplify a 1116 bp rong fragment from the

promoter and the proximal end of the N-terminal domain of the gene encoding the

overexpressed Bx7 subunit from Glenlea cultivar. primer BxTF-429 was designed

in a region of the promoter unique to the overexpressed Bx7 allele. This uniqueness

permitted the deveropment of a dominant marker specific to the overexpressed

allele and which does not amplify the non-overexpressed allele. with this primer,

the presence of the Glenlea allele may be distinguished from other alleles encoding

HMW glutenin subunits and the allele encoding the non-overexpressed Bx7 subunit

from the cultivars other than Glenlea. This dominant marker does not produce an

ampl¡fication product in lines carrying the non-overexp ressed Bx7 subun¡t.
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A co-dominant marker system was also developed to s¡multaneously test for the

presence of the allele associated with higher expression level of Bx7 HMW glutenin

subunit and the allele associated with the non-overexpressed Bx7 subunit

simultaneously. Two amplified pcR products were always present, but with a

difference of 43 bp in size. The forward primer used in the pcR reaction was BxTF-

572: S'-ACCTCAGOATGCAAACATG-3'and the same reverse primer Bx7-R693 as

used in the dominant marker system. pcR conditions were ident¡cal. The very small

difference in the band size required the use of a 1.7% ethidium bromide containing

agarose gel in I xTAE run at 70 V for 3.sh to separate the amplified products. The

bands were visualized by ultra violet and photographed by polaroid.

A GenBank search was performed to obtain DxS and Dx2 sequence s of rr¡t¡cum

aestivum. The sequences were aligned us¡ng the DNAMAN software package. The

very high similarity of the sequences made primer design very difficult. A dominant

marker system was however, successfully developed. To distinguish these two

alleles, a fonvard primer DxSF3B4: S'-CGTCCCIATAAAAGCCTAGCC_3, was

chosen because it differed in two nucleotides close to the 3'-end from the

corresponding hybridization site of the Dx2 sequence. A 20-mer reverse primer

designated DxsR6s5 was designed: s'-cccrAATGTcrccGAGcrcr-3,,

hybridizing to the nucleotide sequence of the DxS allele in the Nlerm¡nal domain.

PCR reaction conditions were the same except that the final Mgcl, concentration

was reduced to 1.25 mM to increase stringency and number of cycles was reduced
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to 30. PCR products f rom the Dx5 ailere were visuarized on a 1% agarose ger

stained with ethidium bromide.

To distinguish Ax1 and Ax2. alleles on Glu-A1 , two small deletions of 1g bp and 27

bp downstream from the start codon in Ax2- aliele were considered for use in a co-

dominant marker system. Due to easier visualization of 27 bp differences in

amplified PCR fragments thal deletion was selected to make pcR products

distinguishable. PCR primers were serected 1g9 bp upstream and g74 bp

downstream of the 27 bp deletion in the Ax2. sequence. Thus, pcR products were

'1090 and 1063 bp, amprified from Ax1 and Ax2- aileles, respectivery. pcR primer

sequences were Axz- F2543: 
''-AAGACAAGGGGAGCAAGGT-3' 

and Ax2-R3605:

5'-GTGcrccccGcrAAcATG-3'. pcR conditions were as for DxS/Dx2 marker. rn

order to resolve the PCR products, they were separated on 1.6"/" agafose gel in

'1xTAE buffer run at 70 v for 3.5 h, using ethidium 6romide staining for visualization.

A summary of the PCR primers and conditions as weil as marker types is given in

appendix 1.

3.3.4 Protein extraction and SDS-pAGE

After chromosome doubring and production of seeds from doubred haproid rines,

proteins were extracted from three individual seeds for each DH line. sDS-pAGE

was performed to determine HMW glutenin subunit composition. Total protein

extraction was used to test the overexpression of Bx7 subunit (HBx7) while glutenin
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protein extraction was used to separate individual subunits and score lines for HMW

glutenin subunit composition. The tvvo procedures were performed using different

halves of the same seed.

The embryo containing half of the kernel was used for total protein extraction. The

extraction was performed performed in g6-deep well plates (1 ml). crushed seed

halves were soaked in 0.4 ml of the extraction buffer (3x extraction buffercontained

20% Glycerol, 0.02% Pyronin, 0. f 25 M Tris-cr, pH 6.8 and 4% sDS). Extraction was

performed using B% ß-mercaptoethanol. After vortexing at room temperature,

samples were incubated at 9s'c for 2.s min. samples were stored at -20.c until

use. A Hoeffer scientific vertical electrophoresis unit was used to conduct the gel

electrophoresis of the tolal prote¡n extract. Gels were run for 2 h at 40 mA per gel,

in a buffer containing 0.1 % SDS, 0.1 92 M Glycine and 0.025 M Tris.

To determine the HMW glutenin subunit profile of the sample and obtain a complete

migration pattern of LMW glutenin subunits, the following procedure was applied.

The non-embryo containing halves of the seed were crushed and then soaked

overn¡ght in 50% 1-propanol. After three steps of sonication at 60.c for 30 min.,

followed by 50% 1-propanol wash, the majority of gliadins were removed. The

remaining pellet was treated with a sorution containing 1-propanor, 1M Tris-cr,

pHB 0 and 1% DTT to reduce the proteins, foilowed by treatment with 0.1 mr of the

solution containing 1-propanol, 1M Tris-cl, pHB.0 and 1.4%  -vinyl pyridine. After

the centrifugation, the supernatant was added to a solution containing 2% sDS,
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40o/o glycerol,0.02% bromphenor brue, g% f M Tris-cr, pHB.0, and heated for 15 min

at 50-65'c. sampres were stored at -20'c untir eiectrophoresis. A 12% sDS-

polyacrylamide gel was used to separate LMW and HMW glutenin subunit extracts.

Gels were stained wilh i% coomassie blue in ethanol and Blakney stain. After

staining, gels were soaked in 5% glycerol and dried at room temperature for several

days.

3.3.5 Phenotypic characterization

To validate the usefulness of the markers in breeding for glulen strength, a sub-

population of 162 DH lines were grown in the field at one location in 1 999 ( Glenlea)

and three locations in 2000 ( Glenlea, portage La prairie, Brandon). The entire

seeds co¡lected from each prot were harvested, threshed, cleaned and sub-sample

of 50 g was tempered to 1sy" moisture and milled on a Brabender euadrimat mill.

Mixograph analysis of frourwas performed using a 10 g mixograph (pon etar.19g9).

3.4 RESULTS

3.4.1 Marker development

Gel electrophoresis and spectrophotometry of genomic DNA showed that DNA

extraction procedure using haploid leaf tissue yielded high quality, high

concentration and stable DNA samples. Dominant and co-dominant marker systems
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were developed to distinguish the al¡eles associated with the overexpression of Bx7

from the alleles associated with the non-overexpressed Bx7 subunit. Amplified

products obtained using pcR prim er pair BxTF-4zB and Bx7-R69s are shown in Fig

1-24.
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Figure 1-24. Dominant pcR marker system specific to the overexpressed HMW

glutenin Bx7 allele. PcR reactions were performed using DNA extracted from

haploid leaf tissue. Doubled haptoid lines are identified on top. DNA marker is 1 kb

plus DNA ladder (Life technologies). DNA size markers are shown in lane M with the

size of the bands given in base pairs. Fragment size is 1 1 16 bp.
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The co-dominant marker system developed using BxTF-572 and Bx7-R693 pr¡mer

pair ¡s illustrated in Fig 1-28. with this primer combination, pcR products were

always present, but a difference of 43 bp was observed. The largest of the two

amplicons corresponded to HBxT allele while the smallest represented the 8x7".



Figure l'28. co-dominant pcR marker system targeting the HMW grutenin BX7

locus. PCR products are amprified from the promoter and proximar end of the N-

terminal domain of Bx7. DNA size markers are shown in lane M with the size of the

bands given in base pairs (1 kb prus DNA radder marker, Life Technorogies). The

larger fragment (1302 bp) corresponded to the overexpressed Bx7 gene and the

smallest f ragment (1 2sg bp) was characteristic of the non-ove rexpressed Bx7 gene.

Doubled haploid lines are identified on top.
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Primers specific to the 1DxS ailere were used to amprify a 272 bp rongfragment in

lines carryng this HMW grutenin subunits (Fig 1-3). Erectrophoretic anarysis of the

PCR products performed on genomic DNA of haproid rines showed crearry amprif ied

product which corresponds to the expected product size of 1 Dxs gene whire no pcB

products were generated with this primer pair in Dx2 lines.
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Figure 1-3. Dominant PCR marker associated with the high quarity score HMW

glutenin allele DxS. The DH population segregated for alleles DxS and Dx2. pcR

primer pair Dx5F384 and DxsR66s did not amprify the Dx2 ailele. Agarose ger

represents results for the same haploid lines shown in Fig 28. DNA size markers

are shown in lane M with the size of the bands given in base pairs (1 kb prus DNA

ladder marker, Life Technologies).
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ln the doubled haploid population tested, two alleles were detected at the Glu-A1

locus. Amplification products using primer pair Ax2-F2543 and Ax2.R360S were

obtained in all tested lines (Fig 1-4). A small but detectable difference of 27 bp was

visualized. The largest amplicons corresponded to HMW glutenin subunitAxl which

is a slightly larger protein than 4x2..



Figure 1-4. co-dominant pcR marker system designed to differentiate HMW

glutenin allele Ax1 and 4x2.. primer pair Ax2"F2s4g and Ax2-R360s amplified the

repetit¡ve domain producing a 1090 bp and 1063 bp fragments for the aileres

encoding Ax1 and Ax2*, respectivery. Doubled haproid rines are the same as in Fig

1-28 and 1-3. DNA size markers are shown in lane M with the size of the bands

given in base pairs (l kb plus DNA ladder marker, Life Technologies).
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3.4.2 Marker validation by SDS-pAGE

ln orderto validate the PCR-based method for distinguish ing between alleles at the

Glu-1 Ioci, HMW glutenin subunit composition was assessed using sDS-pAGE (Fig

1-5) DH lines segregated inro eight different HMW grutenin genotypes i.e., ail

possible combinations of two alleles for each of the three loci (2s).
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Figure 1-5. SDS-PAGE separation of HMW grutenin subunits of doubred haproid

lines. A total of ten different HMW grutenin subunits were detected. chinese spring

(2,7,8,12),Gabo(2.,2, 17+18,12),Jabiru(S,20, 1O)andWitgoyne (2",8,17+18,

1 0) were check cuftivars. Numbers indicate doubled haproid lines produced from the

haploids reported in pCR analyses.
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over production of the Bx7 subunit was visualized by coomassie sraining as a

higher intensity band using a totar prote¡n extraction procedure (Fig 1-6). The

overexpression of Bx7 was always associated with the presence of the Byg subunit

because no recombinant was observed in this population.



Figure 1-6. SDS-pAGE analysis of total prote¡n extracts of DH lines.

overexpression of Bx7 subunit is detected as an intensely sta¡ned band compared

to other HMW glutenin subunits.
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Table 1-1 . Number of lines for which SDS-PAGE and PCR markers were in agreement (no discrepancies).
Discrepancies represent number of lines where PCR gave a contradictory result to SDS-PAGE.

Glu-A1 Ax1 135
Ax2. '1 10

Glu-81 HBxT 150
Bx7- 130

Glu-D1 DxS 104
Dx2 166

2
.]
7
o

19
o

2

5.1

8.5



3.4.3 Application of markers to wheat breeding

complete results of the phenotypic analysis study including analysis of variance

component for mixograph, SDS-sedimentation, grain and flour protein are

elsewhere (Radovanovic et al. ln prep). Mixing development time (MDT) is used

here only to illustrate one example of the effect of HMW glutenin composition on

quality using a doubled haploid breeding popu¡ation.

ln this DH population, no effect of alleles on Glu-A1 locus was observed (data not

shown). A significant main effect was observed for HMW glutenin alleles of the B

and D genomes (Appendix 2). No signifìcant interaction between these alleles was

observed. As a consequence, the population was divided into four sub-populations

based on their allelic var¡at¡on at the Glu-B1 and GIu-D.l loci. The frequency

distribution is shown in Fig l-7. Lines with 2+12/7'+9 subunit combination had an

average MDT of 2.3 min. AC Karma had the same subunit compos¡tion and MDT

of 2 2 min. ln 2+12 background incorporation of H7+B subunits from g7E03-s281

increased the MDT for this sub-population to 3.3 min. Lines w¡th 5+10/7.+9

combination averaged 4.4 min. The longest mean for MDT of 5.s min was obtained

for 5+10/H7+8 sub-popuration, indicating stronger gluten and dough mixing

properties of the lines containing this subunit comb¡nation. 97E03-s281 parental

line had an MDT of 6.4 min.



Figure 1-7. Frequency distribution of DH population derived from the cross

between AC Karma x 87E03-S281, for mixing development t¡me (MDT).
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3.5 DISCUSSION

Gluten strength ls an important quality parameter for a number of wheat classes.

For the extra strong wheat class, high gluten strength is a prerequisite. For the

bread wheat class, maintaining a good level of strength is necessary for making

high quality products such as leavened bread. For this reason, breeders constantly

strive to improve or maintain the quality within wheat classes. Association of the

alleles on Glu-1 loci with bread making quality for bread and durum wheat was

reported previously (Payne et al. 1 981 , Lukow et al.1 989 payne et al. 1 991 , Ammar

et al. 2000). strong association of the s+10 subunit pair with high dough strength

and good quality was reported in many studies (payne et al. 1979, payne et al.

1987) subunit pair 7'+9 had a lower quality score compared to overexpressed

H7+8 (Perron et al. 1998). Differences between Ax1 and Ax2. subun¡ts in terms of

gluten strength were not consistent and seem to depend on the genetic background

(Rogers et al. 1989, Graybosch et al. 1994). our own research using the described

AC Karma x 87E03-s281 DH population demonstrated also the positive role of

5+10 and H7+8 on several quality parameters, but did not show significant

difference between Ax1 and Ax2- alleles (Radovanovíc et al. ln prep). An example

is illustrated in Fig 1-7. which shows the f requency distribution for the four

genotypes for MDT. The sub-population of lines with H7+B/5+10 combination of

subunits had the longest mean MDT of 5.S min.
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In the past and still today, breeders have relied heavily on the sDs-sedimentat¡on

test for early generation screening because of its ease and low cost. However, the

power of this method to distinguish between some gluten strength classes is limited.

More recently, SDS-PAGE has been used to serect rines with good aileric

combinations of HMW and LMW glutenins and gliadins. The main advantage of

SDS-PAGE is that the comprete HMW grutenin pattern for a given line can be

obtained in a single gel lane. protein extraction from seeds is an established

method and can be performed easily in a g6 well format. sDS-pAGE still remains

the method of choice for genotype selection when seeds are easily available. Both

the above mentioned methods are not universally applicable and can not be used

without pr¡or seed production.

HMW glutenins have rong repetitive domains making design of a primer pair unique

to a given allele d¡fficult (shewry et al. 1992). This problem is intensified by the fact

that allelic variations are small and sometimes multiple close or consecutive point

mutations were difficult to find. promoters can, in some cases, be more divergent

than coding sequences and have proved usefur in designing primers for both the

overexpressed Bx7 and the Dx5 alleles. Long promoter sequences were however

not always available. The markers developed and tested herein were based on

actual gene and promoter sequences and therefore characterize the allelic variants

with no recombination between the marker and the gene they address. ln this study,

d¡agnostic PCR markers were developed for Ax1/Ax2-, HBxT /Bx7 and for Dxs.

Dominant marker systems were designed for HBxT and DxS (Fig 2A, 3). Co_
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dominant marker systems were developed for Ax1/Ax2. and HBxTlBx7 (Fig2F., 4).

The dominant marker for HBxT was generated by designing the primer BxTF-428

over a unique promoter region of the Glenlea overexpressed Bx7 allele. The

dominant and co-dominant markers for HBxT do not detect variation in subunit

composition but are diagnostic of the difference of expression of a gene that encode

identical subunits. The role of the 43 bp promoter insert in the expression of the Bx7

subunit has not been elucidated.

The advantages of PCR based systems as an arternat¡ve to SDS-PAGE for

selecting genotypes with particular HMW glutenin genes have been reported

(D'ovidio et al. 1 994, D'ovidio and Anderson. 1 994, D'ovidio et al. 1 99sa, Lafiandra

et al. 1997, DeBustos et ar. 2000). pcR is an accurate and a rapid screening

method and advanced DNA technology allows efficient screening of hundreds of

lines per day necessary for apprication in breeding programs. Furthermore, pcR

analysis may be performed using different plant tissues including haploid tissue as

reported in this study.

Doubled haploid populations are extremely advantageous in breeding progfams

because homozygosity is reached in one generation. In recent years, the maize

pollination method has been improved to the point where it is now readily used to

produce large breeding populations. The doubled haproid team at the cereal

Research centre produces more than 10000 DH lines per year for genetic stud¡es

and breeding. For this last purpose, it would be advantageous to select lines with
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good potential for high quality at the haploid stage. That way, selection would be

performed prior to the labor intensive step of colchicine treatment. The need for

growth chamber space would also be reduced. sDS-pAGE cannot be used for this

purpose because it requires prote¡n to be extracted from seeds which would only

be accomplished at the end of the doubled haploid production process.

The major disadvantage of PCR analysis is the requirement for tissue sampling and

DNA extraction. However, today's DNA technology market enables higher

throughput procedures to be used. other drawbacks include the need for DNA

sequence of multiple alleles for primer design and inherent difficulties associated

with multiplex PCR.

ln this study, two types of PCR markers were used: dominant and co-dominant.

Dominant markers have the advantage of being amenable to simple plus-minus test

which can bypass the need for electrophoresis detect¡on. The major drawback of

dominant marker is the impossibilily to distinguish between a negative response and

a failed reaction. Failed reactions can easily be detected with a co-dominant marker

system but do require a size separation method such as agarose or acrylamide gel

electrophoreses to visualize the different alleles. A capillary system could provide

a h igher th roughput method of separation for co-dominant markers and alleviate ihe

Inherent problem of false negative associated with dominant markers_
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Accuracy ¡s an important criterion for adoption of any marker system in a breeding

program. ln order to validate these HMW glutenin pcR markers, the entire

population was genotyped by sDS-pAGE. considering that these markers

characlerize exactly the gene loci, discrepancies can be mos y attributed to human

error or intrinsic problems w¡th the markers themselves rather than genetic

recombination. The PCR marker for the Glu-A1 locus and both markers for the GIu-

B1 locus were very accurare with a very low percentage of discrepancies when

compared with SDS-PAGE (Tabte 1-1).

ln order for markers to be incorporated in breeding programs, they must be

selecting a sub-population with desirable characteristics. HMW glutenin subunits are

the most important s¡ngle factor contributing to gluten strength. selection at only two

loci (Glu-B1 and Glu-D1)yielded a sub-population of 34 plants that have an average

of MDT of 5.5 min., as compared to onry 2.3 mÍn. for the sub-popuration conta¡ning

2+12/7.+8 subunits. Moreover, only lines with s+ 10/H7+g had MDT greater than

seven min' ln a doubled haproid breeding program, onry 2sr" of the haproid lines

would be doubled saving substantial labor cosÌ, green house space and selecting

the desirable breeding population.

ln conclusion, PCR based markers were developed for alleles at the three Hlvlw

glutenin loci which are ¡mportant in determination of gluten strength. Advantages

and disadvantages of marker types were discussed. Their usefulness in breeding
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programs was illustrated by their validation, their application in doubled haploid

production method and potential for selection of desirable sub-populations.
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4.0 MANUSCRIPT #2

Genetic variance for gluten strength contributed by high molecular weight

glutenin proteins



4.1 ABSTRACT

A doubled haploid (DH) population from a cross between Triticum aestivum L.'AC

Karma' and line 87E03-S281, derived lrom Triticum aestivum L. ,Glenlea, was

produced to study the genetic contribution of high molecular weight (HMW) glutenin

subunits to gluten strength. HMW glutenin subunit composition of each DH line was

determined by sDS-PAGE. The population was grown in the field at one location

in 1 999 and at three locations in 2000. Gluten strength and dough mixing properties

were measured by mixograph and SDS-sedimentation tests. Variance components

were estimated for each measurement to obtain information about variability

contributed by HMW glutenin subunits. Results indicated significant environmental

impact on tested mixograph parameters, sDS- sedimentation test, grain and flour

prote¡n. A significant main effect of GIu-D1 loci encoded subunit paír 5+10 was

obtained for mixograph development time (MDT), energy to peak (ETp), slope after

peak (sAP), first minute stope (FMS) as compared to 2+12 subunit combination

encoded at the same locus. Low ¡ntergenomic interactions were observed for band

width energy (BWE), total energy (TEG) and sDS-sedimentation test, involving loci

on the B and D genomes only. A proportion of the genetic variability for gluten

strength was accounted for by the overexpression of the Bx7 subunit originating

from the cv. Glenlea derived line. There was no significant effect of Glu-A1 encoded

subunits on mixograph parameters, SDS-sedimentatton va¡ue, grain protein and

flour protein. Estimated genetic variability contributed by Glu-B1 and Glu-D1

encoded HMW glutenins was 55% for MDT and S1% for ETp.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION

Breadmaking qualiry of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is inf luenced by prote¡n content

and composition. Gluten proteins confer viscoelastic properties of dough and are

critical for good breadmaking properties. wheat storage proteins, designated as

prolamins, consist of two proteín classes: gliadins and glutenins. Gliadins are small,

monomeric proteins comprising the o, B, y, and trl families. They make up SO% of

prolamins (Payne et al. 1984). Glutenins consist of HMW (high molecular weight)

or LMW (low molecular weight) glutenin subunits. Even though HMW glutenins

constitute only 10% of the total storage proteins as compared to 40% for LMW

glutenins (Payne et al. 1984), HMW glutenin subunits have the largest effect on

breadmaking quality (Payne et al. 1987).

HMW and LMW glutenin polypeptides interlinked by disulphide bonds between

cysìeine residues form large polymers with molecular weight that may exceed 1x 1 06

(werner et al. 1992). Native gruten contains various glutenin porymers differing in

lhe number of subunits joined together, resurting in heterogeneity of grutenin

polymers (Kasarda 1989). Besides the covarent disurphide bonds, hydrogen bonds

also play a role in protein-protein interactions. They are formed between the long

repetitive regions of the HMW glutenins, rich in glutamine amino acid residues (35

mol%) thereby contributing to some of the elastic properties of the gluten (Belton

et al. 1999). Furthermore, a less characterized type of crosslinking between s¡de

chains, involving two tyros¡nes, may arso pray a rore in the intrinsic quarity of the
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polymer (Michon et al. 1999). This type of covalent crosslink is characteristic of

other elastic proteins such as elastin and resilin (Shewry et al. 1992).

HMW glutenin subunits are easily distinguished from other prolamins because of

their slower mobility in sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophores¡s

(SDS-PAGE). Their molecular weight is estimated to range from 65,000 to 90,000

(shewry et al. 1997). sDS-PAGE is commonly used to estimate glutenin subunit

composition (Payne et al. 1979).

Genes encoding HMW glutenin subun¡ts are located on the long arms of

homoeologous chromosomes 1 in wheat, on loci designated as Glu-1. Therefore,

Glu-41' Glu-B1 and GIu-D1 are roci on chromosomes 1A, 1B and 1D, respectively,

encoding HMW glutenin subunits. Each locus contains two tightly linked genes

encoding two types of subunits, designated as x- and ylype based on different

electrophoretic mobility where x-type subunits are slower, therefore larger subunits

(Payne et al. 1981). The two types of subunits also differ in the general composition

of their repetitive domain and the number and distribution of their cysteine residues.

Not all subunits are expressed in bread wheat cultivars. Hexaploid wheat usually

expresses 3 to 5 HMW glutenin subunits, because one or both genes at ¡ocus

Glu-A1 are silent. ln some cultivars, subunit By is also not expressed (payne et al.

1981). one exception to this general rule has been reported where six subunits

were expressed (Johansson et al. 1993).
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Genes encoding HMW gluten¡n subunits show great allelic variations (payne et al.

1981). Therefore, HMW glutenin subunits have allelic forms which differ among

cultivars. seventeen different alleles have been described for the xìype subunit at

the Glu-81 locus. The relatìonship between molecular variation in HMW

polypept¡des encoded by different alleles and quality parameters has been

investigated in many studies (Payne et al. i987, Lukow et al. 1989, payne et al.

1991, cox et al. 1991 , Mir-Ali et al. 1999). For example, higher sDS-sedimentation

volume was observed when Glu-41 locus encoded subunits Ax1 or Ax2* was

present as compared to the null allele (payne et al. 1997). However, Mir-Ali et al.

(1999) reported a positive effect in only two of the four groups of studied cultivars.

ln two other studies no relationship between GIu-A1 encoded subunits, Ax1 and

Ax2- and the quality score was reported (Rogers et al. f g8g, Graybosch et al.

1994). These results point to the importance of the genetic background and many

possible interactions between the different subunits and other gluten components

as well as environmental effects.

The effect of Bx7+ByB subunits combination encoded at the Glu-81 locus also

depended on the group¡ng of tested cultivars (Mir-Ali et al. 1999). presence of the

Bx7+ByB subunit was associated with hìgher dough strength based on several

mixograph parameters compared to lines having Bx7+Byg subunit combinalion

(Perron et al 1998). ln studies where the effect of Dx2+Dy12 subunits was

compared to the Dxs+Dy1 0 subunits combination encoded at Glu-D 1 locus a
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positive effect of DxS+Dy10 combination was reported (payne et al. 1981 , Gupta

et al. 1993).

The relative contribution of the various alleles has been characterized qualitatively.

The contribution to the genetic varrance for a trait such as gluten strength by the

common alleles at the Glu-1 loci has not been reported. To estimate such genetic

contribut¡on, the use of a large segregating population is necessary.

ln this study the effect of HMW glutenin subunits on gluten strength as an important

factor of breadmaking quarity was studied using a doubred haproid popuration

produced f rom the cross between two wheat cultivars, AC Karma (canadian prairie

spring wheat) and a rine 87E03-s28. The parents were chosen because they

display very d¡fferent strength characteristics, have different HMW grutenin

composition but similar LMW glutenin and gliadin profiles.
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.3.1 Plant material

A total of .162 F,-derived doubled haploid lines produced from the cross between

wheat cultivar AC Karma and a breeding line 87E03-s2B 1 were produced at cereal

Research center, Agriculture and Agrilood canada, using maize pollination system

(Thomas et al. 1997).

ln 1999, the entire DH population was grown ¡n the field at the experimental station

in Glenlea, Manitoba, canada. Lines were grown in 1 meter long single row plots.

Three rows of each parental line was grown. The plots were sprayed with ÏLT at

anthesis to reduce potential infection by fusarium head blight (FHB). During the

winter 1999/2000, seed of all DH lines was increased in palmerston North and

Leeston in New Zealand. ln the summer 2000 all DH lines and the two parents were

grown at three locat¡ons, Glenlea, Brandon and portage La prairie, Manitoba,

canada. A completely random design with one replicate per location was used. All

lines, including parental Iines were seeded in s row,4 m long plots. Two rows of

winter wheat were seeded between plots to reduce plot edge effects. control of

FHB was done using TILT, as in 1999. Grain was harvested at maturity, threshed

and cleaned before quality assessment.



4.3.2 Prote¡n extraction

Two extraction procedures were used to assess HMW gluten¡n subunit composition

of DH lines. Proteins were extracted separately from three seeds of each DH line.

SDS-PAGE was carried out for all seeds independently.

Total prote¡n extract was used to detect the overexpression of the Bx7 subunit. The

kernel was cut in two latitudinally. The embryo containing half of the kernel was

used for total protein extraction. Procedures were performed in g6-deep well plates,

using 0.4 ml of 3X extraction buff er contain ing 20% Glycerol,O.O2% pyronin, 0.125

M Tris- HCl, pH 6.8. Extraction was performed using 8% ß-mercaptoethanol.

samples were briefly vortexed at room temperature and then incubated at gs.c for

2.5 min. After the centrifugation at 3o0o rpm for 1o min., samples were loaded on

the gel.

Total endosperm proteins were analyzed on .10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis, with 3% stacking gel, using a Hoffer scientific sE 600, standard

vertical electrophoretic unit with two gels in each run. Gels were run ,,ot 2 hours at

constant current of 40 mA per gel, in the buffer containing 0.1% SDS, 0.192 M

Glycine and 0.025 M Tris.

To identify HMW glutenin subunits and obtain acomplete migration pattern of LMW

glutenin subunits, the following prote¡n extraction procedure was applied. The
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endosperm halves of the seed were crushed and then soaked in 50% 1-propanol

overnight. The gliadin containìng supernatant was discarded. Two additional 5o%

1-propanol washing steps followed by sonication at 60"c were performed to remove

the majority of remaining gliadins. The pellet was then treated with a solution

containing 50% 1-propanol, 0.08M Tris-cl, pH 9.0 and 1% dithiothreitol to reduce

the glutenin proteins, sonicated so m¡n at 60'c and treated with a solution

containing 50% 1-propanol, o.oBM Tris-cl, pH 8.0 and 1 .4ao 4-vinyl pyridine. After

15 min incubation at 60"c and centrifugation at 3000 rpm for s min, the supernatant

was transferred to a solution including 2% sDS, 40 % glycerol, 0.02% bromphenol

blue, 0.08M Tris-Cl, pHB.0, followed by heat¡ng at 50-65.C, for i5 min. Samples

were stored at -20'C until electrophoresis.

ïo separate LMW and HMW grutenin subunits 12% SDS-PAGE was used. Gels

were stained with 1% coomassie Brillianl blue R-250 in ethanol and l0%

trichloroacetic acid, for at least 24 hours. Following the destaining step, gels were

stained with Blakney's and then soaked in s% glycerol prior to being dried at room

temperature for several days.

4.3.3 Sample preparation for quality analyses

Fifty grams of clean grain of each of the parentar and DH lines from each year and

location were used for quality analyses.
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Grain protein content was determined by near-infrared reflectance (NlR) (Method

39-25, AACC 2000). Simultaneously, moisture content, required for grain

conditioning was determined. Grain was tempered to 1s% moisture in two steps. on

the first day, moisture was adjusted Io 12o/o and on the second day to 1S%

according to the AACC standard method (Method 26-95, AACC 2OO0).

conditioned grain samples were milled w¡th a Brabender euadrimat Laboratory Mill.

An additional ten grams were milled using the udy cyclone Mill. whole grain flour

was used for SDS-sedimentation test.

4.3.4 SDS-sedimentation test

For each sample, 2.5 g of ground whole meal was weighed onto weigh paper and

placed into standard 25 x200 mm cylinder tubes. Two stock solut¡ons were used:

l) lactic acid stock solution (Bs.o %, v/v) and ll) sodium dodecyl sulfate stock

solution (12% wlv). stock solutions were stored at room temperature. Fresh

'working solution'containing 5o% sDS stocksolution (v/v) and 1o% lactic ac¡d stock

(v/v) were prepared daíly using distilled water to complete volume. Dist¡lled water

(25 mL) was added to each 2.5 g sample. After vortexing, samples were allowed to

stand for 15 min before adding 25 mL working sDS solution. Tubes were inverted

10 times and the suspension was allowed to settle for 15 min. The sediment height

was recorded in millimeters and converted in milliliters usíng conversion tables. The

cultivar "Navigatoi'was used as a control during the test.
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4.3.5 Mixograph

The multichannel, computer-based, 1o g Mixograph was used to test dough

physical properties (Pon et al. 1989). Ten grams of Brabender milled flour was

mixed with 6.2 mL (62% absorption) distilled water in the mixing bowl. Torque was

recorded and data were calculated electronically. Eight parameters f rom mixograph

curve wefe obtained. These were: pHG, peak height of mean curve; MDT, mixing

development time; ETP, energy to peak; FMS, f irst minute slope; pBW, peak band

width; SAP, slope after peak; TEG, total energy; BWE, band width energy.

4.3.6 Flour protein content

combustion N¡trogen Analysis (Moder Fp- 428, LEco corporation) was used to

estimate total protein content of Brabender milled flour. About 0.2 g of flour was

wrapped in aluminum foil cones which were burnt at high temperature convert¡ng

nitrogen to elemental nitrogen. pure EDTA was used as the calibration sample

(Nitrogen% 9.57+0.04). Samptes of soy ftour (N% B.5St0.04), tryptophan (13.71o/.

N) and lysine (15.32"/. N) were used as controls. Flour protein content was obtained

using a conversion factor of s.7 of the percent nitrogen express ed on 1 o/omoisture

basis.



4.3.7 Statistical analysis

statistical analysis was carried out us¡ng statistical Analysis system (Version g,

SAS 2000) program. A general linear model was fitted to experimental data.

Analysis of variance using Proc GLM was used to test the main effects of subun¡ts

encoded at the three Glu-.1 loci as well as the two- and three-way interactions. The

mean values of the genotypes carrying particular HMW glutenin subunits and

specific combinations of subunits were compared to the genotypes carrying

contrasting subunits on the same loci. Analysis of variance for l ggg seed increase

was performed testing main effects of the subunits encoded at the Glu-A1, Glu-B1 ,

Glu-D1 loci (two level factors), their two-way and three-way interactions. Varìance

components were calculated using restricted maximum likelihood method in

vARCoMP procedure to compare magnitude of variation sources. Data for MDT did

not follow a normal distribut¡on and a logarlthmic transformation was used.

4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.4.1 Segregation of prolamins in the doubled haploid population

AC Karma is a canadian Prairie spring wheat with weaker type strength while

87E03-s2B 1 displays strong mixing properties characteristic of the extra strong

bread wheat class. Mìxograph curves show rhe mixing characteristics of two

parental lines (Fig 2-1Aand2-18).



Figure 2-14. Mixograph curve of AC Karma ind¡cates weaker type of gruten,

measured by short dough mixing development time (MDT) and big slope after peak

(sAP).
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Figure 2-1 B. Mixograph curve of B7EO3-S28.1 shows strong gluten type. Dough

mixing development time (MDT) is long and dough shows resistance to overmixing

as seen by stable torque after peak.
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composition of HMW gluten¡n subun¡ts encoded by Glu-1 loci of parental lines is as

follows: AC Karma has subunits 1,7.+9,2+rz(Fig2-2).The rine 87803-s2Bi has

contrasting alleles on Glu- l loc¡ encoding following subunits: 2., H7+8,5+10. The

two parental lines have otheruise highly similar LMW glutenin subunits and gliadin

profiles as can be visualized on Figure 2-2. ThÍs DH population therefore segregated

for all HMW glutenin subunits, whire being very simirar for LMW grutenin subunits

and gliadins. sDs-PAGE anarysis was used to confirm hybridity of the 1o F, seeds

used to produce the DH popuration which was generated using the maize poilination

technique (Fig 2-2).



Figure 2'2' 12% SDS-PAGE of ten F1 seeds and five seeds from each parental

line. A total of ten HMW bands are detected in hybrid seeds. subunits H7 and 7. co-

migrated. similar low molecular weight and gliadin composition of the two parental

lines can be visualized in the lower portion of the gel.
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From the original DH population produced from the cross between AC Karma and

87E03-s281, a total of 150 DH lines was used for statistical analysis. A total of five

HMW glutenin subunits representing three genetic loci were expressed in parental

lines and in the F,-derived DH population. Due to the prolamin composition of the

parental l¡nes, the DH population segregated for all HMW gluten¡n subunits, while

only a few minor gliadins and Llvlw glutenins segregated as seen by sDS-pAGE (Fig

2-3). HMW glutenin subunits were scored based on a previously proposed system

(Payne et al. 1983). A total of ten different HMW glutenin subunits were detected

and all lines were homozygous for their HMW glutenin alleles confirming that they

were true doubled haploid lines.



Figure 2-3. 12% sDs-PAGE of HMW glutenin subunits of DH population. chinese
Spring, Gabo, Jabiru and Wilgoyne are check cultivars. Their HMW glutenins
compositionisasfollows: ChineseSpring2,7,g,12; Gabo2., 2, 17+1g,12;Jabiru5,
20' 10; wilgoyne 2., s,17+18,10. HMW glutenin subunits identified in this population
are indicated.
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subunit Bx7* from AC Karma and g7EO3-s2B could not be resolved on the basis of

their electrophoretic mobirity in 12o/o sDS-PAGE. They courd, however, be

distinguished using 10% sDS-PAGE of total proteín extract, where the

overproduction of the Bx7 subunit from B7Eo3-s2B (Glenlea.T/c7932) displayed a

higher staining intensity as compared ro the AC Karma Bx7* subunit (Fig 2-a). This

was a qualitative assessment of the overexpression of the Glu-B1 x-type subunit

based on its amount relative to othet subunits in lhe same lane.



Figure 2-4. 10% SDS-PAGE of total prote¡n extract was used to identify the

overexpressed Bx7 subunit. chinese spring was the check cultivar (Bx7 not

overexpressed).
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Overexpression of the Bx7 subunit also always co-segregated with the ByB subunit

f rom 87E03-S2B while the non-ove rexpressed Bx7- always co-segregated with By9,

confirming the absence of recombination at the Glu-B1 locus. ln this cross, a total

of eight (23) different HMW genotypes can be seen in the DH population. The eight

genotypes and their observed frequency in the DH population are given in (Table 2-

1).
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Table 2-1. HMW glutenin subunits composition of parental Iines and number of
lines in the DH population segregating for the eight potential genotypes

HMW glutenin subunits

Glu-1loci 1D1B

Parental lines

AC Karma
87E03-S2B 1 (Glentea'7 1C7932)

Genotypes

Bx7.+Byg DxZ+Dyl2
HBxT+ByB Dx5+0y10

Bx7.+Byg Dx2+Dy12
Bx7'+By9 Dx5+Dy10

HBxT+By8 Dx2+Dy12
HBxT+ByB Dxs+Dy10
Bx7.+By9 Dxz+Dy12
Bx7.+Byg Dx5+Dy10

HBxT+By8 Dx2+Dyl2
HBxT+By8 Dx5+0y10

1

2

4
5

6

7

I

Ax1

Ax1

Axl
Ax1

AX1

Ax2'

Axz.
Ax2-
Ax2t

Number of lines

21

tô

22

17

18

14

24

150



4.4.2 Genelic variance for gluten strength

Analysis of variance was performed for the combined sites, one in 1gg9 and three

sites in 2000. Loci were fixed effects. Environment and DH lines within genotypes

were random effects. The ANovA table for f our quality parameters is shown in Table

2-2. Genetic effect was subdivided into the main effect of Glu-A1 , Glu-B 1 and Glu-D 1

loci, their two-way and three-way inleractions.

subunits encoded by Glu-D1 showed the greatest relative contribution to six of the

eight mixograph parameters measured, with the exception of BWE (Table 2-2).The

effect of Glu-Dl encoded subunits on TEG was not significant. The effect of Glu-D1

encoded subunits was highly signifìcant (p< o.00ol ) for mixograph parameters,

MDT, PKH, ETP, FMS and SAp, while pBW and BWE were significant at 0.001,

and 0.01 levels of signif icance, respectively. Glu-B l encoded subunits had significant

effect on most mixograph parameters, with the exception of mixograph peak height.

The significance levels were somewhat lower as a whole than for the Glu-D1 locus,

Band width energy was the only mixograph derived parameter for which the relative

contribution of the subunits encoded at GIu-81 locus was higher than the effect of

Glu-D1 encoded subunits (Table 2-2).



I able 2-2. Analyses of variance for mixing development time (MDT), energy to peak (ETp), SDS-sedimentation test,
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comparisons of means of lines having H7+B and 7.+g combinations of subunrts

showed that the overexpressed Bx7 subunit had a positive effect on mixing

development time, energy to peak, peak band width contributing to the stronger

dough as inferred from these parameters (Fig 2-s). The positive effect of the H7+8

subunit combination may be explained by a quantitative contribution of

overexpressed Bx7 subunit in the total amount of HMW glutenin subunits. A higher

amount of HMW glutenins has been reported to improve gruten skength (shewry et

al. 1992).



Figure 2'5. comparisons of means of all DH lines with given HMW grutenin

patterns for peak height (PKH), energy to peak (ETp), first minure stope (FMS), peak

band width (PBW), slope after peak (sAp) and logarithmically transformed m¡xing

development time (LMDT) of DH lines having contrasting HMW glutenin subunits

at the Glu-1 loci (combined 1 999 and 2000 data). parameters with a significant main

effect at a minimum of one Glu- l locus and no intergenomic interactions are

reported.
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Grain protein content was not significanily affected by any HMW glutenin

composition. Glu- B1 encoded subunrts had a small, but significant positive effect on

flour protein content (l able 2-2). Mean values for flour protein for lines with H7+g

was 13.17% while lines with 7-+9 averaged 12.g2% flour protein. lf HMW glutenins

comprise 10% of total protein ¡n cullivars with five HMW glutenin subunits, this

means that each individual subunit contributes an average to 2% of the total prote¡n.

lf the overexpression of the Bx7 subunit is the result of duplication, then a small

increase of 2/. oÍ the protein f raction, i.e., 0.26 "/o on a i3% protein basis, is

expected. observed difference of 0.3s% f its th¡s hypothesis well. Molecular evidence

for duplication of the Bx7 gene has been published (D'ovídio et al. 1997). ln this

genetic background, comparison of HMW glutenin Ax1 and Ax2. did not contr¡bute

sign¡ficantly to any of the tested quality parameters nor to the grain or flour protein

content (T able 2-2). Evidence for a significant role of the Glu-A1 encoded subunits

has been shown with different genetic material. Higher sDS-sedimentation volume

was observed when Ax1 or Ax2* were present as compared to the nullallele (payne

et al. 1987, Gupta et al. l989). No significant difference in main effects of Glu-A1

alleles were reported by cox et al. (1 99 1 ) for two parameters, mixing time and mixing

tolerance, but significant interaction between the Glu-A1 and Glu-B1 encoded

subunits was observed.

comparisons of means of genotypes within lines containing contrasting subunrts at

Giu-l loci are shown in Fig 2-s. comparisons are shown only for parameters with
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signif¡cant main effect of any Glu-1 locr and no s¡gn¡f¡cant ¡nteract¡ons between loci.

significantly higher ETP, PBW and LMDT were obtained for DH lines carrying H7+B

subunits combination compared to 7-+9 containing lines. FMS and sAp were

however higher for lines with the 7-+9 combination of subunits. For ETp and LMDT,

higher values were obtained for genotypes with b+10 subun¡ts, while pKH, pBW,

FMS and sAP were significantly higher for genotypes carrying 2+12. significant

interactions between Glu-81 and Glu-D1 encoded subunits were observed for SDS

sedimentation volume, TEG and BWE (Figure 2-6). No other two-way or three-way

interactions were observed (Table 2-2).

The sDS-sedimentation test has been used in many studies as a measure of gluten

strength (Payne et al. 1981 , Mir Ali. et al 1999, sontag-strohm et al. 1996). while

this test may not be as accurate as the mixograph test in estimating gluten strength

parameters, it offers other advantages. The test requires little starting material, is

inexpensive, fast, and requires no specialized equipments which makes it well suited

for early generation screening in a breeding program. Higher sediment volume

correlates with stronger dough and better bread mak¡ng properties (Lorenzo et al.

1987). ln this study high sedimentation volumes (>63 ml) were obtained for all

glutenin compositrons except 7*+9 wirh 2+12 which interacted in negatìve fashion

giving a lower sedimentation vorume, averaging only 57 ml (Fig 2-6c). Results

obtained in sDS-sedimentation test indicating high gluten strength of 5+1 o and H7+B
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containing lines. This is in agreement with mixograph derived resurts for MDT, ETp,

BWE( Figure2-5 and Figure 2-68).



Figure 2-6 A-C, Comparisons of means for A) total energy (TEG), B) band width

energy (BWE) and c) sDS-sed¡mentat¡on and of lines having the combination of

Glu-18 and Glu-1D encoded subunits where significant two-way interaction was

observed. Results for 1s0 DH lines, for 1999 and 2000 data are presented.
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lntergenomic BxD ¡nteraction was a¡so observed for TEG. A H7+g subunit

compos¡tion had the highest average value of 69.3 Nm interacting in a positive way

wilh 2+12 and 5+10 subunits (6s Nm).The 7.+9 interaction with s+10 subunits

yielded the 64.5 Nm and AC Karma 7-+9/2+1 2 combination was shown to be not

advantageous based on TEG values. observed differences in TEG were significant

at P=0.05).

ln addition, significant BxD interaction was obtained for BWE (Fig 2-68). In this case,

the lowest BWE was observed for lhe AC Karma type of genotypes carrying 7"+9

and 2+12 subunits (37.7 Nm) showing that this combination of subunits interacts

unfavorably as measured by BWE. The combination of subunits 7-+9 with s+10

resulted in an increase of BWE to 41 .7 Nm. Higher BWE values were obtained ¡n the

H7+8 background, averaging 42.8 Nm for 2+12 comb¡nation and 4S.b Nm for

Glenlea (H7+B/5+10) subunits composition (significanfly different at p=0.0S).

The genotypes expressing 5+10 and H7+B combinations of subun¡ts had stronger

gluten and better mixing properties as was shown from higher values for sDS-

sed¡mentation test, mixing development t¡me, energy to peak, and smaller values f or

first minute slope and slope after peak. These parameters are commonly used in

breeding programs to assess gluten strength of breeding lines.
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It has been reported prevìously that cult¡vars with 5+ 10 subunit composition have

stronger dough characteristics than cultivars carrying 2+12 subunits (Payne et al.

1991 , Branlard et al. 1985, Lorenzo et al. 1987, Lukow et al. 1989, Cox et al. 199l,

MirAli et al. 1999) and stronger gluten was observed for lines having an

overexpresed Bx7 subunit (Perron et al. 1998).

How Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 encoded subunrts influence gluten strength and dough

mixing properties is not completely understood at the molecular level. Subunits Dy1 0

and Dy12 differ f rom one another by a few amino acids and the presence of two

extra hexapeptides in Dy1 2 (Shewry et al. 1992). Allvariation resides in the repet¡tive

domain. These minor differences seem unlikely to be sign¡f icant for gluten¡n polymer

formation and dough properties. A near isogenìc line lacking the Dxs subunit Was

compared to NIL lacking the Dy10 which showed the largest loss in the bread making

potential occurred for the line missing the DxS subunit (Payne et al. 1991).

ïherefore, x- type subun¡ts appear to have an important role in the observed qual¡ty

differences between 5+10 and 2+12 subunit combinations. Number and position of

cysteine residues in glutenin polypeptides are fundamental for polymer formation

and subsequently mìxing and baking performance. Derived and compared amino

acid sequences of 4x2., Bx7 and DxS from cultivar Cheyenne (Anderson et al. 1989)

revealed that the DxS subun¡t has an extra Cys residue in 5' non repetitive domaín.

Therefore, DxS and Dx2 subunits are identical in the first 124 amino acid resídues

(Kohler et al. 1997) wiih the exception of Ser amino acìd residue at pos¡tion 97 in
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Dx2 which has mutated to cys in DxS subunit. This additional cysteine has been

proposed to contribute to the better quality associated with the b+10 subunrt pair by

allowing branching of the polymer and therefore formation of a larger polymer,

influenced by the presence of three or more cysteine residues available for the

formation of intermolecular disulphide bonds (Kasarda l ggg). ln terms of cysteine

residues available for formation of intermolecular disulphide bonds, Bx7 subunit is

equivalent, or less efficient compared, to Dx2 and less efficient than Dxb subunrt

(Kohler et al. 1997). Therefore, it seems that the increased gluten strength

associated with HBxT may be due to the increased amount of the x-type subunits as

opposed to structural characteristics of the subunit. Furthermore, the Dx5 subunit

has a larger repetitive domain than the Dx2 subunit which is an important factor

contribut¡ng to the elastic properties of the gluten.

It was shown in this study that during dough mixing and development, time required

fordough to reach peak (maximal resistance), which is a measure of dough strength

is longer for 5+'1 0 subunits than for the lines containing 2+12 subunits (Figure 2-5).

ln contrast, accumulation of large polymers associated with peak height on a

mixograph cuTVe was signifìcantly higher for 2+12 lines than for 5+10. Both Glu-81

and Glu-41 encoded subunits did not have significant effect on peak height.

Accumulation of larger polymers for lhe 2+12 combination of subunits compared to

5+1 0 has been prevÍously reported (Zhu et al. 1 999). Howeve r, all 2+ 1 2 lìnes with

high peak showed very low dough resistance and fast breakdown suggesiing that
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type of the polymers formed involving these subunits are easy to break during the

continuous mixing. Peak height comparison between AC Karma and g7EO3-S281

(Table 2-3) revealed that 87Ë03-5281 has a higher mixograph peak than AC Karma

showing.
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Table 2-3. Means for tested quality parameters for DH lines and parental lines for

1999 and 2000 daia

DH lines AC 87E03-S2B

Karma

Mean Range Mean Mean

Mixing development time (min)

Mixograph peak height (cm)

Energy to peak (Nm)

First m¡nute slope (Nm/min)

Peak band width (Nm)

Total energy (Nm)

Band width energy (Nm)

Slope after peak (Nm/min)

SDS-sedimentation vatue (mL)

Gra¡n protein (%)

Flour protein (14% mb\

1 .15 0-2.95

0.15 0.072-0.271

22.01 7-63

0.07 0.015-0.177

0.10 0.027-0.175

65.95 34-1 10.9

41 .46 20.1-81 .3

0_01 0-0.048

62.10 35-91

13.56 1 1 .3-17.1

12.97 9.73-16.27

0.95

0.12

12.20

0.06

0.09

57 .07

36.59

0.012

s0.50

12.00

2.17

0.16

Jt .¿o

0.07

0.1 1

73.00

52.82

0.008

66.20

14.04

13.4.1
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The importance of HMW glutenin subun¡ts for gluten strength and breadmaking

quality is well documented. Consequently information of the variability contributed

by individual loci is valuable in breeding for gluten strength.

Variance components were estimated for each of the eight mixograph

measurements as well as SDS-sedimentation value, grain protein and flour protein

(Table 2-4). For all tested parameters, variation due to environment was signifìcant

(data not shown). The proportion of the variability contr¡buted by the environment

was very high for some parameters, i.e., over 50% for SDS-sedimentation test

suggesting that breeding lines need to be tested over multiple environments if this

test is used for selection. Mixograph parameters like ETp and MDT had the lowest

proportion of environmental variance and a relatively low proportion of variability

contributed by sources otherthan HMW glutenins. Subunits encoded at Glu-B1 and

Glu-D1 loci account lor 12"/" and 43"/. of total variability for MDT. Therefore,

contributron of the Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 loci which significantly contribute to gluten

strength is 55%. Additive contribution of Glu-81 and Glu-D1 encoded subunits

resulted in 51% of the variability for ETP with individual 13.5% and 37.5./" Íor each

locus respectively.



Variance

components

Environment

A

B

D

AXB

AXD

BXD

AXBXD

Lines(Genotype)

Residual

PKH ETP

B.B 13.4

0.0 0.0

1.1 13.5

1 1.8 37.5

0.0 0.0

0.9 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

25.7 16.4

51.8 19.2

FMS PBW SAP TEG BWE

15.4 21 .7

0.0 0.0

1.2 1.3

17.9 5.0

0.0 0.0

0.1 0.6

0.1 0.0

0.0 0.0

23.9 11.7

41 .4 59.7

15.7 4.1 32.1

0.3 0.0 0.0

2.2 1.7 4.2

24-7 0.0 1.2

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 3.2 1.8

0.0 0.0 0.0

15.8 25.5 7.2

41.4 65.5 53.4

LMDT SDS GPro

18.0

0.0

11.9

43.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.0

15.2

1 1.6

52.3 52.0

0.0 0.0

4.8 0.3

2.6 0.0

0.0 0.2

0.0 0.0

4.2 0.2

0.0 0.0

16.5 25.1

'19.6 22.3

FPro

41

0.0

2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.0

27.8

24.7

N)
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HMW glutenin subunits are the single most important f actors which determine gluten

sirength. Therefore, they can be used in early generation selection for strong gluten.

They are easy to assess using a single seed. f n early generations, breeding línes can

be screened for desirable HMW glutenins, followed by small scale quality tests in

subsequent generations, screening for agronomic traits and yield tests in advanced

stages.

4.5 CONCLUSTONS

This study showed that some HMW glutenin subunits and their combinations are

more effective than others in conferring gluten strength and dough mixing properties

as determined by sDS-sedimentat¡on test and mixograph analysis. For most of the

tested parameters, the effects of Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 loci were additive. Also, some

intergenomic interactions were observed but only the B and D genomes were

involved. Knowledge about those allelic variants which positively contribute to gluten

strength, their additive effect, and effects due to intergenomic interactions, are

beneficial to breeding programs that a¡m to produce cultivars with improved gluten

strength. Favorable subunits can be brought together in the breeding process and

when alleles for these subunits are fixed in the population lines can be screened for

agronomic traits.
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The effect of Glu-41 encoded subunits Ax1/Ax2* was nonsignificant for gluten

strength. Glu-D1 , which encoded the subunit pair 5+10, had a positive effect on

MDT' ETP, sAP, FMS, mixograph parameters commonry used for screening rines

in breeding for gluten strength. A negative effect of this subunit pair was obtained for

PKH. The greatest contribution to gluten strength was obtained for the Glu-D1 locus,

accounting 43% of total variation for MDT. Estimated genetic variance of Glu-D1

locus for ETP is 37.5 %.

The effect of overexpression of Bx7 conferred by Glu-B1 locus was significant for

most of the parameters, contributing 12% to the variability for MDT and 13.5 % for

ETP. rherefore, the additive effect of H7+B and b+10 subunits accounted for ss%

of the variability for MDT. A total of 51% on the total variability for ETp was

determined by the additive effect of Glu-Dt and Glu-B1 loci.

The relatively large variance due to HMW glutenin subunits encoded at Glu-D1 for

ETP (37.5%) and Glu-B1 encoded subunits (1s.5%) compared to the other sources

lines(genotype) and residuall suggest that a large portion of the variability for g¡uten

strength could be exploited by selecting for specific HMW glutenin subunits in a

breeding populations. similarly, a significanily higher proportion of the variabílity for

MDT was contributed by Glu-Bl and Glu-D1 compared to the contribution of other

sources, indicating that the incorporation of H7+B and s+10 subunits wouid be

desirable for gluten strength.



5.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Wheat flour has unique visco-elastic properties influenced mainly by protein

component. Proteins comprise only 10-i5% of flour dry weight and seed storage

proteins called prolamines contribute a significant proportion to total protein.

Prolamins are deposited in protein bodies, in the endosperm, during kernel

development. They determine functional propert¡es of dough, particularly its gluten

component. Other components of dough, such as carbohydrates and lipids may

affect dough propert¡es, but predominantly through interact¡ons with gluten.

Prolamin polypeptides by means of covalent and noncovalent interactions form a

diversity of polymers which together with monomeric gliadin polypeptides, starch

granules and other minor components of dough form a very complex substance

known as the gluten matrix. cysteine amino acid residues are points where covalent

disulfide cross l¡nks can be formed within or between polypeptides. Also, covalent

bonds between tyrosine amino acids are involved in polymer formation. prolamins

are rich in glutamine amino acid whrch facilitates formation of hydrogen bonds,

stabilizing protein-prote¡n interact¡ons.

When flour is mlxed w¡th water, flour components become hydrated and a process

known as dough development results in the formation of the gluten matrix. The

matrix consists of covalently and noncovalently linked polypept¡des and starch
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granules, wh¡ch are incorporated in a network where lipid components play a role as

plasticizers. Developed dough has elastic and viscous (extensible) properties.

Balance between these two physlcal properties makes dough suitable for different

end-use products. For bread making, strong and elastic dough is required. Dough

strength is predominantly dependant on gluten strength.

Gluten proteins are diverse in terms of structure and functional character¡stics. The

class of gluten proteins known as glutenins consists of LMW and HMW giutenins

which can form polymers. Gliadins are another class of gluten proteins which form

intramolecular bonds only, and interact with glutenin polymers through noncovalent

bonds. Gluten quaiity ultimately depends on these two classes of proteins, their

amounts and types.

HMW glutenins are quantitat¡vely a small class of prolamins making up only 1O% of

flour protein content, but appear to make the largest contribulion to gluten strength.

Also, the number of HMW glutenin subunits expressed ¡n a wheat cultivar and the

amount of each subunit contr¡bute to dough strength. Dìfferences in the amount of

HMW glutenins and number of expressed subunits are mainìy caused by differences

in the promoters of genes The promoters contain elements responsible for tissue

specific expression, expression levels and gene silencing. Other factors such as

gene duplication can also play a role. Bread wheal varieties usually have 3 -5 HMW

glutenin subunits, 15 LMW glutenins and more than 30 gliadins.
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HMW glutenins are the largest prolamin polypeptides at 60-90 kDa. Size of the

repetitive domains of HMW glutenin subunits with specifìc secondary structure is an

important contributorto elasticity and strength. Evolution of the repetrtive domain has

been influenced by single base changes which do not necessarily influence amino

acid change. The addition or deletion of a single base in repeats would lead to a

frame shift which might result in a premature end in gene translation and gene

silencing. Furthermore, addition or deletion of whole repeats, or blocks of repeats,

are possible events which have led to differences in the sizes of repetitive ooma¡ns

between subunits. Mutations have driven a certa¡n level of diversity of HMW

glutenins in terminal domains, giving them distinct properties in terms of the

presence or absence of some amino acrd residues which are ¡mportant for their

conformation and bond formation.

HMW glutenins are encoded at loci on the long arm of chromosome 1 in lhe A, B

and D genomes of wheat. Each locus has two linked genes. A very low frequency

of recombination has been observed within loci and each is designated as a single

locus Glu-41, Glu-81 and Gtu-D1.

While these genes show a hìgh level of homology, they also show some distinct

characteristics result¡ng in different forms known as HMW glutenin alleles and

subsequently HMW glutenin subunits. Distinct characteristics of these subunits
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andalong with their number and amount, affect their behavior in polymerization

dough formation.

ln th¡s project, the effect of different HMW glutenin subunits was studied using a

doubled haploid population which segregated into e¡ght genotypes minimizing the

genetic background for HMW glutenins. This population had a uniform LMW glutenin

and gliadin profile. Doubled haploid lines are beneficial for genetic studies of wheat

qualily because homozygosity is obtained in the generation following the F 1 .

Doubled haploid lines were tested for gluten strength by SDS-sedimentation test and

mixograph lest and statlstlcal analysis was performed in order to obtain information

about the effect of each locus and their interactions.

Mixograph development time (MDT), energy to peak (ETP), band width energy

(BWE) and slope after peak (SAP) are commonly used by breeders to assess mixing

propert¡es of dough and its strength. Results from this study ¡ndicate a significant

effect of the D genome encoded subunits on a majority of parameters used to

evaluate gluten quality. ln this population, the effects of 5+10 vs.2+12 subunit pairs

encoded at the D genome locus were compared and a clear positive effect of S+10

was obtained for MDT, ETP and SAP along with SDS-sedimentalion test.

A significant, if slightly lower effect was obtained for B genome encoded subunits for

MDT, ETP, SAP. A comparison was made between H7+B and 7-+9 pairs. Observed
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differences appear to be due to the posit¡ve effect of overexpression of Bx7 (H7)

subunit on gluten strength. Besides the main effect of B and D genomes, their

intergenomic interaction for BWE, TEG and sDS-sedimentation test was obtained.

The objective of this research study with respect to breeding programs was to

determine which allelic variants contribute to gluten strength. with an assumption

that a great portion of the variability for gluten strength is accounted by HMW

glutenins, it was important to estimate variability contributed by each locus

separately. For mixing development time and energy to peak, the largest pfoportion

of the variability is contributed by HMW glutenins B and D subunits accounting for

51% of the variability for ETP and 55% for MDT.

while wheat quality is a complex trait, results from this and many other studies

suggest that a strong relationship between particular subunits and dough quality

exist. Hence, these subunits can be used as markers in early breeding generations,

followed by functional tests in later generations while screening for yield and

agronomic traits.

once the pos¡tive effect of a particular subunit on gluten strength is establjshed and

favorable subunits are introduced to a breeding population, it is ¡mportant that

reliable and fast screening method for HMW glutenins composition exist. Elfective
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early generation screening for HMW glutenin compos¡tion will reduce population size

and provide more efficient use of breeding resources.

ln this study, genotypes of doubled haploid lines were determ¡ned using SDS-

PAG E. This method has been widely used in the last decade to assess glutenin

subunit composition in breeding lines. SDS-PAGE allows one to determine the

complete HMW glutenin profile using endosperm tissue of a single seed. However,

this method has the disadvantage lhat only seed endosperm can be used. As an

alternative, PCR technology was employed for early generation screen¡ng for HMW

glutenins. A prerequisite for PCR primer design was the availability of HMW gene

sequences. All HMW glutenin alleles had been cloned and sequenced which

allowed the study of sequence homology and possibilities for primers design. ln sp¡te

of high similarity within this gene family, sets of primers for HMW glutenin genes

were developed providing means for gene assisted selection and early generation

screening for gluten strength. PCR analysis was performed using haploid leaf tissue

which is beneficial in doubled haploid product¡on system because screening of

desired lines can be performed before the step of chromosome doubling.

Strong linkage between the genes at HMW glutenin loci allows PCR screening to be

done only for one gene at a locus while providing selection of the entire locus. At lhis

time, PCR screening for HMW glutenins must be done in three separate pCR
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react¡ons which is a disadvantage as compared to simultaneous subunit detection

in SDS-PAGE.

Conclusions:

Difference between Glu-41 encoded subunits Ax1 and Ax2 * on gluten quality was

neutral. Glu-D1 locus encoded subunits had the greatest contribution to gluten

slrength. subunit pair 5+10 showed positive effect on most mixograph parameters

related to stronger dough and SDS-sedimentation test.

comparison of H7+8 and 7-+9 pairs at Glu-81 loci showed positive effects of the

H7+B pair. lts positive contribution is the result of the overexpressed Bx7 subun¡t

originating from the 87E03-s281(Glenlea*7/c7932) line. Also, higher flour protein

content was obtained for H7+B containing lines.

PCR primers for three HMW glutenin loci have been developed and efficiency of

their use was tested using DNA extracted from haploid leaf tissue. To distinguish

Ax1/ Ax2' alleles, a co-dominant marker system was designed. Differences betrveen

HBxT lBxT- alleles can be tested in both, co-dominant and dominant marker systems.

GIu-D1 encoded DxS/ Dx2 alleles can be distinguished using a dominant pCR-

based marker system,
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Appendixl .

dom¡nant
vs.

CAACAACTTGTGGGGGCCTT-3'

HBxT/Bx7. Bx7 F -57 2: 5' -
ACCTCAGCATGCAAACATG.3'

Dxs Dx5F384: 5'-
CGTCCCTATAAAAGCCTAGCC.3'

Ax1/Ax2- Ax2-F2543: 5'-
AAGACAAG GGGAGCAAGGT-3'

x7-F-428 5'-
R693:5'GCGCTTAGCCATCTCAGT
GAAC-3'
Bx7- Co-dominant
R693:5'GCGCTTAGCCATCTCAGT
GAAC-3'
Dx5R655: 5'- Dominant
GGCTAATGTCTCGGAGCTGT-3'

Ax2'R3605: 5'- Co-dominant
GTGCTCCGCGCTAACATG.3'

1302t1259

272

1090/1063
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Appendix 2.

ANOVA for MDT (1999 data)

MDT

Source

Model
Error

Corrected Total

Source

A
B
D

AxB
AXD
BXD

AxBxD

DF Sum of Squares

7 230.98
1 38 2',1 8.1 I
14S 449.16

DF Type lll Sum of Squares

1 .62
45.2
179

0.11

0.7
0.09

F Valuê Pr> F

1.02 0.3133
28.6 0.0001

113.2 0.0001
0.07 0.7904
1.12 0.2922
0.44 0.506
0.06 0.8132

Mean Square

é¿,J
.1 .58

Mean Square

1 .62

179
0.11

2
u.t

0.09

F Value

20.8

Pr> F

0.0001


